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Mr. Michael F. Weber
Director, Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards
Attention: Document Control Desk
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555-0001

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant (PGDP)
Docket No. 70-7001, Certificate No. GDP-1
Certificate Amendment Request - Technical Safety Requirement (TSR) Changes
to Allow Controlled/Cold Feeding at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant (PGDP)

Dear Mr. Weber:

In accordance with 10 CFR 76.45, the United States Enrichment Corporation (USEC) hereby submits a
request for amendment to the Certificate of Compliance for PGDP. This Certificate Amendment Request
(CAR) proposes to revise TSR Sections 1.0, 2.2 and 3.2.2 to establish controls for controlled/cold feeding of
UF6 cylinders. Prior to NRC certification, cylinders containing feed material could have been fed to the
cascade utilizing a controlled/cold feeding process; however, the current TSRs indicate that this process was
temporarily suspended until specific TSRs for this activity are developed and approved. This request
provides the TSR changes necessary to resume controlled/cold feeding operations at PGDP.

Enclosure I contains the Oath and Affirmation. Enclosure 2 to this letter provides a detailed description and
justification of the proposed changes. Enclosure 3 is a copy of the revised TSR pages associated with this
request for Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) approval. Enclosure 3 also contains associated changes
to the Safety Analysis Report (SAR) that have been evaluated under 10 CFR 76.68, and determined not to
require NRC review and approval. These SAR pages are provided for information and to facilitate the
NRC's review. Enclosure 4 contains the basis for USEC's determination that the proposed changes
associated with the CAR are not significant. Enclosure 5 provides a summary of the applicability of current
TSRs to the proposed new controlled/cold feeding modes of operation.

The proposed TSR changes will provide PGDP the capability to use a controlled/cold feeding process
similar to the process that Portsmouth has utilized since their initial NRC certification. Since the proposed
controlled/cold feeding operations do not allow UF6 to liquefy during the feeding process, the risk
associated with this operation is much lower than currently approved feeding methods involving liquid UF6.
As a conservative measure, the TSR controls that currently apply to heating UF6 to a liquid state will also be
applicable to controlled/cold feeding operations where it is practical to do so (see summary in Enclosure 5).
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USEC requests NRC approval of this CAR by August 17, 2007 so that USEC can recover feed material that
can be fed to the cascade using the controlled/cold feeding process. The amendment should become
effective 30 days after issuance.

Any questions related to this submittal should be directed to Mark Smith at (301) 564-3244. There are no
new commitments contained in this submittal.

Sincerely,

S.(27f

Steven A. Toelle
Director, Regulatory Affairs

Enclosures: 1. Oath and Affirmation
2. United States Enrichment Corporation (USEC), Certificate Amendment Request,

Technical Safety Requirement (TSR) Changes to Allow Controlled/Cold Feeding at the
PGDP, Detailed Description and Justification of the Changes

3. Certificate Amendment Request, Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant, Letter GDP 07-0017,
Removal/Insertion Instructions

4. United States Enrichment Corporation (USEC), Certificate Amendment Request,
Technical Safety Requirement (TSR) Changes to Allow Controlled/Cold Feeding at the
PGDP, Significance Determination

5. Summary of Mode 7 & 8 Applicability To Existing UF6 Feed Facilities TSRs

cc: J. Henson, NRC Region H Office
M. Raddatz, NRC Project Manager, PGDP
M. Thomas, NRC Sr. Resident Inspector, PGDP
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OATH AND AFFIRMATION

I, Steven A. Toelle, swear and affirm that I am the Director, Regulatory Affairs of the United

States Enrichment Corporation (USEC), that I am authorized by USEC to sign and file with the

Nuclear Regulatory Commission this Certificate Amendment Request for the Paducah Gaseous

Diffusion Plant addressing revisions to the Technical Safety Requirements described in USEC letter

GDP 07-0017, that I am familiar with the contents thereof, and that the statements made and

matters set forth therein are true and correct to the best of my knowledge, information, and belief.

Steven A. Toelle

On this 25th day of April, 2007, the individual signing above personally appeared before me, is

known by me to be the person whose name is subscribed to within the instrument, and

acknowledged that he executed the same for the purposes therein contained.

In witness hereof I hereunto set my hand and official seal.

Rita Peak, Notary Public
State of Maryland, Montgomery County
My commission expires December 1, 2009,
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United States Enrichment Corporation (USEC)
Certificate Amendment Request

Technical Safety Requirement (TSR) Changes to
Allow Controlled/Cold Feeding at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant (PGDP)

Detailed Description and Justification of the Changes

Description of Change

This proposed change will add two new modes of operation for the C-333-A and C-337-A UF 6 feed
facilities. Mode 7 will be used to designate the controlled feeding process where UF6 will be removed
from a cylinder through sublimation under special heating controls that prevent liquefaction of UF6.
Mode 8 will be used to designate the cold feeding process where UF6 will be removed from a cylinder
through sublimation without the addition of heat.

The proposed changes associated with the new operating Mode 7 will include installation of a new
autoclave temperature control system that will monitor cylinder wall temperature and a new TSR to
define the operability requirements for this new system. Existing TSR controls for the UF 6 feed facilities
that involve heating UF 6 cylinders in Mode 5 (liquefaction of UF 6) will be revised to also be applicable in
the new Mode 7 where it is practical to do so. Enclosure 5 provides a summary of the applicability of
existing TSRs to the new Mode 7 and Mode 8.

The affected portions of TSRs which are being revised or added are shown below. Additions to TSRs are
shown as underlined. Deletions from TSRs are show as strikeouts.

TSR Section 1.2.12 Use and Application

Currently Mode 5 is the only heating mode. The following change will account for more than one type of
heating mode resulting from the addition of the controlled feeding mode. The complete revised TSR page
is shown in Enclosure 3, page 1.04.

1.2.12 Operating Cycle (Autoclave) - The time between the initial entrance into the _ heating mode and
the completion of the intended task (sample or transfer in C-360 or feeding and heeling in C-333-A and
C-337-A) inclusive of mode changes allowed by the LCOs and their action statements which might occur
during the evolution.
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TSR Section 2.2.1 Operational Modes

The proposed changes will add Mode 7, "Controlled Feeding," and Mode 8, "Cold Feeding," to the Mode
definitions in TSR 2.2.1 as shown below. For clarity only the revised portion of the TSR is shown. The
complete revised TSR page is shown in Enclosure 3, page 2.2-2.

Mode Number Mode Name Definition
Sublimation of UF6 from a cylinder under special heating

Controlled limitations (maximum cylinder skin temperature < 142.9°F and
7 maximum cylinder UF_ vapor pressure < 22 psia). Various

Feeding valve operations may occur for alarm investigation, jetting,

cylinder burping, etc.

Sublimation of UF 6 from a cylinder without adding heat to the
cylinder. The autoclave shell may be open or shut. Valve

8 Cold Feeding XV-565 or XV-516 is closed if the autoclave is shut. Various
valve operations may occur for alarm investigation, repair, etc.

TSR Section 2.2.2.1 and 2.2.2.2 Safety Limits

These safety limits for autoclave shell pressure and UF 6 cylinder temperature will continue to apply and
are not affected by this proposed change. Ullage (void volume) is not a concern for controlled/cold
feeding since cylinders are initially filled with UF6 in a liquid state. Liquid UF6 occupies more cylinder
volume than UF6 which is heated but remains in a solid state. This provides assurance that heating solid
UF 6 will not result in expansion that will completely fill the available cylinder void volume.

TSR 2.2.3.1 Autoclave High Pressure Isolation System

Mode 7 will be added to the applicability statement. Required action A. 1 and the surveillance frequency
for SR 2.2.3.1-1 will be revised to indicate that operating cycles will include heating in either Mode 5 or
7 as shown below. For clarity only the revised portion of the TSR is shown. The complete revised TSR
pages are shown in Enclosure 3, page 2.2-5 and 2.2-6.

APPLICABILITY: Modes: 3, 4, 5,7

ACTIONS:
Condition Required Action Completion Time

One detection/initiation A. I Restore operability. Prior to initiating a new operating
channel and/or one of two NOTE: The existing wpera.ing cycle.
isolation valves on one or cycle, inclu.ding transition.s
more isolable autoclave between moedes 2, 3, 4, and 5, may
penetration inoperable. be eemplete4

The current operating cycle may
be completed, including transition
between modes 2, 3, 4 and 5 or
modes 2, 3, 4 and 7.
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SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS:
Surveillance J Frequency

SR 2.2.3.1-1 Visually inspect the autoclave Upon initial entry to mode 5 or 7 for each
head to shell locking ring for operating cycle.
steam leakage.

TSR 2.2.3.2 Autoclave Pressure Relief System

Mode 7 will be added to the applicability statement. Required action A. 1 will be revised to indicate that
operating cycles will include heating in either Mode 5 or 7 as shown below. For clarity only the revised
portion of the TSR is shown. The complete revised TSR page is shown in Enclosure 3, page 2.2-8.

APPLICABILITY: Modes: 3,4, 5,7

ACTIONS:

Condition Action Completion Time

A. Pressure between the rupture A. 1 Restore pressure to Prior to starting a new
disc and the relief valve approximately operating cycle.
greater than 5 psig. atmospheric pressure.

NOTE: Guwient
opertingcyce, including

tr-ansitions between moedes
2, 3, 4, and 5, may be
eenmpleted-
The current operating
cycle may be completed,
including transition
between modes 2, 3, 4 and
5 or modes 2, 3, 4 and 7.

TSR 2.2.3.3 Autoclave Steam Pressure Control System

This system provides an indirect means of controlling cylinder temperature. This system will not be
applicable in mode 7 since the new autoclave temperature control system (TSR 2.2.4.15) will provide
cylinder temperature control for Category C cylinders.

2.2.4.1 UF6 Release Detection System - Autoclave Heated Housings, Piping Trench, Jet Station,
West Wall Detectors (C-337-A only)

Modes 7 and 8 will be added to the applicability statement as shown below. For clarity only the revised
portion of the TSR is shown. The complete revised TSR page is shown in Enclosure 3, page 2.2-12.

APPLICABILITY: Modes: 4, 5, 7, 8
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2.2.4.2 Autoclave Water Inventory Control System

Mode 7 will be added to the applicability statement. Required action A. 1 will be revised to indicate that

operating cycles will begin with heating in either mode 5 or 7 as shown below. For clarity only the
revised portion of the TSR is shown. The complete revised TSR page is shown in Enclosure 3, page 2.2-
13.

APPLICABILITY: Modes: 5,7

ACTIONS:

Condition Required Action Completion Time

A. One detection/initiation A. 1 Restore operability. Prior to initiating a new
channel inoperable, or one operating cycle.
steam inlet block valve NOTE: The existing

inoperable. 4perating cycle, in.luding
transitions b.etween m.des
2, 3, 4, and 5, may be
eempleted.

The current operating cycle
may be completed,
including transition.
between modes 2, 3, 4 and
5 or modes 2, 3, 4 and 7.

2.2.4.3 Criticality Accident Alarm System

Required action A. 1.2 for LCO 2.2.4.3a and LCO 2.2.4.3b will be revised to indicate that UF 6 feeding
operations may continue in Modes 5, 7, or 8 as long as the autoclave(s) remain in the current feeding
mode as shown below. For clarity only the revised portion of the TSR is shown. The complete revised
TSR pages are shown in Enclosure 3, page 2.2-15 and 2.2-17.

LCO 2.2.4.3a:

Condition Required Action Completion Time

A. Areas, equipment, or A. 1.2 Cylinder processing with UF 6  Immediately
processes not covered by enriched to > I wt % 235U
criticality accident
detection. will be discontinued. [In-

progress cylinder operating
cycle(s) may be completed,
stopped and/or re-started as
necessary, as long as the in-
progress autoclave(s) remain
in Mode 5 7 or 8. However,

these autoclaves may be
placed in Mode 2 at any time.]
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LCO 2.2.4.3b:

Condition J-Required Action Completion Time

A. Area does not have an A.1.2 Cylinder processing with UF6  Immediately
audible criticality accident enriched to > I wt % 235U
alarm. will be discontinued. [In-

progress cylinder operating
cycle(s) may be completed,
stopped and/or re-started as
necessary, as long as the in-
progress autoclave(s) remain

in Mode 5 7 or 8. However,
these autoclaves may be
placed in Mode 2 at any time.]

TSR 2.2.4.4 Cylinder Heating-Cylinder Accountability Weight

Required Action A.2.1 will be revised to delete the last sentence limiting the autoclave temperature
controller setpoint to not less than 219.9°F. This low temperature limit is no longer needed since this
proposed change provides the safety basis and TSR controls to allow heating at lower temperatures
associated with controlled/cold feeding. Required Action A.2.2 will be revised to indicate that cylinders
not meeting fill limit requirements may be fed to the cascade utilizing the controlled/cold feeding modes.
This TSR will continue to only be applicable in Mode 5 since any' cylinder not meeting the accountability
weight would be processed in Modes 7 or 8 until it could be classified as a Category A or B cylinder, or
until it is empty. The last paragraph of the basis will be deleted since this proposed change will allow
controlled/cold feeding. The changes are shown below. For clarity only the revised portion of the TSR
is shown. The complete revised TSR pages are shown in Enclosure 3, page 2.2-19 and 2.2-21.

ACTIONS:

Condition Required Action Completion Time

A. Accountability A.2.1 Set the Autoclave Steam Pressure Control System Prior to entering
weight exceeds the setpoint consistent with the cylinder category per mode 5
Maximum Fill TSR 2.2.3.3 for a Category A or B cylinder.-Te
Limit for auteclave temperature/pressure contreller setpoint
Shipment for shall not be set less than -219.9'F.
cylinders other OR
than tails A.2.2 Administratively control the Category C
cylinders, or the cylinder to prevent heating until such time as
Maximum Fill cold/.ontrolled feeding is re instituted as an
Limit for In Plant .pefatin. in mode 5.
Tails Storage for
tails cylinders. Note: Category C cylinders may be processed

using Mode 7 or Mode 8.
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BASIS:

1 1

PGO? hlas tempor-ar-ily suspenaea cobd ieeaing ana until suen time as an approved I SK and oper~ating
procedurfe ha-e been developed, damaged cylinders will not be heated for- sample, transfer, or- feeding.
"Overfilled" cylinders which cannot be safely liquefied using the r-equired actions for- Condition A eff
LCOs -2.2.4.4 would typically be emptied by mneans of eentrolled/eod feeding if that proc~ess 'we
available. However-, sinee there is c uFfently no TSR approved operating moede for this operation, thes
cylinders wvill not be heated for sample, transfer-, or- feeding Until such timfe as anl NRC approvedTS

1 +[CA1 1AF-A IiQD Q . 2AI') tIK
v armu HEOFOUrct on - C: " cHfirr" v e tir m" e as an aeceeta e vr-aet LOxr eC•:,LII o -n-. . . ,.UJ

TSR 2.2.4.5 Cylinder Heating-Heating Limitations for Certain Cylinders Without Certified
Volumes

Required action A. 1 will be revised to indicate that cylinders not acceptable for heating in Mode 5 are
Category C cylinders that may be processed using controlled/cold feeding (Modes 7 and 8). The basis
will also be revised to reflect these changes. The changes are shown below. For clarity only the revised
portion of the TSR is shown. The complete revised TSR pages are shown in Enclosure 3, page 2.2-22
and 2.2-22a.

ACTIONS:

Condition Required Action CompletionTime

A. 48T or 480 cylinder listed in A. 1 Administratively Immediately
table above selected for heating control the Category C
or 480M cylinder listed in cylinder to prevent
table above selected for heating heating in Mode 5.
does not meet the volume or until such ti
weight requirements specified. cold/contr:olled feeding

is re instituted as an

Note: Category C
cylinders may be
processed using Mode
7 or 8.

BASIS:

Certain serial number ranges of type T and 0 cylinders lack a certified volume, and certain 480M
cylinders may not meet the volume or weight requirements specified. The mechanism by which these
cylinders would will be emptied is by controlled/cold,-eF-r"eed," feeding, whereby the material is
sublimed out of the cylinder at temperatures below the UF 6 triple point. This "non liquefaction"
heatingf~eedingý method has been tempor-ar-ily suspended at PGDP and until such timne as it is r~esumed, the1
49T and 480 cylinaer-s ltstedl in the table will not be heated !or- sample, tr~ansfer, orfeeig
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TSR 2.2.4.6 Cylinder Heating - Cylinder Pre-Heat Inspection

The LCO will be revised to clarify that the purpose of the TSR is to ensure a pre-heat inspection is
performed before heating. The new wording provides better agreement between the LCO and the
remaining TSR actions which allow some damaged cylinders to be heated in Mode 5 provided they have
been dispositioned as accept-as-is or repaired. Mode 7 will be added to the applicability statement. The
action statement will be revised to specify that cylinders that are not acceptable for heating in Mode 5
shall be designated as Category C cylinders which may be heated in Mode 7 or Mode 8. The surveillance
requirements will be revised to include Mode 7. The Basis for TSR 2.2.4.6 will be revised to recognize
that controlled heating in Mode 7 or cold feeding in Mode 8 may be used to process cylinders which have
damage that makes them unsuitable for heating to a liquid state in Mode 5. The basis for TSR 2.2.4.6
will also be revised to state that cylinders that meet the requirements for Category A or B can also be fed
with Mode 7 or Mode 8 if desired. The changes are shown below. For clarity only the revised portion of
the TSR is shown. The complete revised TSR page is shown in Enclosure 3, page 2.2-23.

LCO 2.2.4.6: Damaged UF6 Cylinders shall not be heated pass cylinder pre-heat inspection.

APPLICABILITY: Modes: 5,7

ACTIONS:

Condition Required Action Completion Time ,

A. Unaceeptal Cylinder fails A. 1 Repair/refurbish, and Prior to entering mode 5 or 7
damage identified by .ylinder test (if necessary) the with the subject cylinder.
pre-heat visual inspection, cylinder in accordance

with SAR Section 3.7.1
and SAR Figure 3.7-1.

OR

A.2 Designate subject Prior to entering mode 7 or 8
cylinder as Category C with the subject cylinder.

cylinder.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS:

Surveillance 'Frequency
SR 2.2.4.6-1 daaeCylinder visual inspection for Priropratigo initialcyleentry into mode 5 or 7 of each
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BASIS:

If a cylinder does not pass inspection, an evaluation by qualified personnel (in accordance with SAR
3.7.1) is required before the cylinder is placed back into service. This evaluation will determine if the
cylinder can be emptied by heating in mode 5 as a Category A or B cylinder, emptied by heating in the
controlled feed mode 7 as a Category C cylinder, or emptied in the cold feed mode 8 and not heated at
all. The evaluation may also require some repair/refurbishment and testing prior to returning the cylinder
to service. Cylinders that meet the requirements for Category A or B cylinders may be fed in the
controlled feed mode 7 or cold feed mode 8.

Category C cylinders, which are not acceptable for heating to a liquid state in mode 5, can be emptied by
controlled feeding or cold feeding; whereby the material is sublimed out of the cylinder at temperatures
below the U. 6 triple point for controlled feeding and at ambient temperature for cold feeding. Category C
cylinders must also satisfactorily pass TSR 2.2.4.7 surveillance requirement SR 2.2.4.7-1 (cylinder cold
pressure check) before they can be heated in the controlled feeding mode. Passing the cylinder cold
pressure check provides confidence that the cylinder integrity is adequate for limited heating that occurs
during controlled feeding. A Category C cylinder that does not meet the cold pressure check can be fed
using the cold feeding mode. [SAR 4.3.2.2.9, 4.3.2.2.14]

2.2.4.7 Cylinder Heating - Cylinder Cold Pressure

Mode 7 will be added to the applicability statement, to the completion time for required action A. 1, and
to surveillance requirement SR 2.2.4.7-1. The basis statement will be, revised to indicate that cylinders
must pass the cold pressure check before they can be heated in Mode 7. The basis for TSR 2.2.4.7 will
be revised to add a statement that Cylinders that are to be fed with the cold feeding mode do not have to
have a cold pressure check. The changes are shown below. For clarity only the revised portion of the
TSR is shown. The complete revised TSR page is shown in Enclosure 3, page 2.2-24.

APPLICABILITY: Modes: 5,7

ACTIONS:

ICondition JRequired Action Completion Time

A. Cylinder cold pressure is A. 1 "Cold burp" (or Prior to entering mode 5 or 7
greater than 10 psia. evacuate) cylinder to with the subject cylinder.

establish cold pressure
less than or equal to 10
psia.
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SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS:

Surveillance JFrequency

SR 2.2.4.7-1 Determine cylinder cold pressure. Prior to entering mode 5 or 7
with the subject cylinder.

BASIS:

The cylinder cold pressure check gives a mechanism to detect the presence of excessive amounts of
gaseous impurities in the cylinder. Cylinders with cold pressures of 10 psia, when heated to 235°F, could
have a pressure as high as 130 psig (well below the cylinders' hydrostatic test pressure). The pressure is
due to increased UF6 vapor pressure and the shrinking available volume for and the temperature increase
of the gaseous impurities. The actual cylinder pressure would be lower, however, since some of the
typical impurities are soluble in liquid UF 6.

Category C cylinders, which are not acceptable for heating to a liquid state in Mode 5, can be emptied by
controlled feeding or cold feeding; whereby the material is sublimed out of the cylinder at temperatures
below the UIF 6 triple point for controlled feeding and at ambient temperature for cold feeding. Category C
cylinders must also satisfactorily pass TSR 2.2.4.7 surveillance requirement SR 2.2.4.7-1 (cylinder cold
pressure check) before they can be heated in the controlled feeding mode. Passing the cylinder cold
pressure check provides confidence that the cylinder integrity is adequate for limited heating that occurs
during controlled feeding. A Category C cylinder that does not meet the cold.pressure check can be fed
using the cold feeding mode. Cylinders that are to be fed with the cold feeding mode do not have to have
a cold pressure check. [SAR Section 4.3.2.2.7, 4.3.2.2.14]

2.2.4.9 Heating UF 6 PlU_

No modifications to this TSR are required. This TSR will continue to apply at all times including the
new controlled/cold feeding operational modes.

2.2.4.10 Cylinder Heating - Valve Clarity

Mode 7 will be added to the applicability statement as shown below. For clarity only the revised portion
of the TSR is shown. The complete revised TSR page is shown in Enclosure 3, page 2.2-27.

APPLICABILITY: Modes: 4, 5,7

2.2.4.11 Cylinder Heating - Valve Clarity/Heating Cycle Interruptions

Mode 7 will be added to the applicability statement as shown below. For clarity only the revised portion
of the TSR is shown. The complete revised TSR page is shown in Enclosure 3, page 2.2-28.

APPLICABILITY: Modes: 4, 5, 7
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2.2.4.12 Scales

No modifications to this TSR are required. This TSR will continue to apply to weight verification
activities.

2.2.4.13 Autoclave Manual Isolation System

Modes 7 and 8 will be added to the applicability statement as shown below. For clarity only the revised
portion of the TSR is shown. The complete revised TSR page is shown in Enclosure 3, page 2.2-30a.

APPLICABILITY: Modes: 4, 5, 7, 8

2.2.4.14 High Cylinder Pressure System

Mode 7 will be added to the applicability statement. The surveillance requirements will be revised to
address a new 22 psia trip during the controlled feeding mode to assure UF 6 does not liquefy. The basis
will be revised to describe the purpose of the below 22 psia actuation pressure. Two new paragraphs will
be added to the end of the basis to discuss the mode selector switch that is being added as part of the
modification, and to discuss the steam isolation valve closure time for this system. The changes are
shown below. For clarity only the revised portion of the TSR is shown. The complete revised TSR
pages are shown in Enclosure 3, page 2.2-30c and 2.2-30d.

APPLICABILITY: Modes 5 or 7

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS:

Surveillance IFrequency

SR 2.2.4.14-2 Perform calibration of the high cylinder pressure Annually
system detection-initiation channel. System must
actuate at or below 115 psia cylinder pressure for
mode 5. System must actuate below 22 psia
cylinder pressure for mode 7.

BASIS:

The high cylinder pressure system is required to minimize the potential of primary system integrity
failures during pressure increase events by tripping the steam supply when the MAWP of the cylinder is
reached. The 115 psia actuation pressure for heating Category A and B cylinders is based on the lowest
MAWP of these cylinders and the below 22 psia actuation pressure for heating Category C cylinders is
based on maintaining integrity of a cylinder containing solid/gaseous UF6_(pressure below triple point).

Prior to the controlled feeding (Mode 7) of a Category C cylinder, the normal feed/controlled feed
selector switch must be placed in the "Controlled Feed" position to lower actuation pressure to assure
that UF 6does not liquefy.

t
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The accident analysis assumes no valve closure time for this system. However, the functional test
surveillance requirement associated with TSR 2.2.3.1 verifies valve closure times are within accident
analysis assumptions for other accident scenarios on a quarterly basis. [SAR Sections 3.15.2.6, 4.3.2.2.6,
4.3.2.2.7, 4.3.2.2.9].

2.2.4.15 Autoclave Temperature Control System

New TSR 2.2.4.15, Autoclave Temperature Control System, will be established to ensure the contents of
a UE 6 cylinder will remain below the temperature at which UF6 will liquefy. This TSR will be applicable
in the Controlled Feeding Mode (Mode 7). Since all text shown below is new, underlining is not used to
indicate new text. The new TSR page is shown in Enclosure 3, page 2.2-30e.

LCO 2.2.4.15: The autoclave temperature control system shall be operable.

APPLICABILITY: Mode 7

ACTIONS:

Condition Required Action Completion Time

A. One detection/initiation channel A. 1 Restore Operability Prior to initiating a
inoperable, or one steam inlet new operating
block valve inoperable. Note: The current operating cycle cycle.

may be completed.

B. Both detection/initiation B.1 Place autoclave in Mode 2,3 or4. 1 hour
channels inoperable, or both
steam inlet block valves
inoperable, or the outboard
thermovent line isolation valve
(XV-565-*) is inoperable.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS:

L Surveillance lFrequency

SR 2.2.4.15-1 Perform a functional test to verify the autoclave steam supply Quarterly
block valves and outboard thermovent line isolation valve will
close within 15 seconds when the cylinder surface temperature
exceeds the actuation temperature.

SR 2.2.4.15-2 Perform calibration of each autoclave temperature control Annually
system detection-initiation channel. System must actuate at or
below 142.9 °F.

BASIS:

The accident analysis assumes that the UF 6 cylinder temperature will remain below the UF6 triple point
temperature during the controlled feeding mode to ensure UF6 within the cylinder does not liquefy. By
limiting the cylinder surface temperature to 142.9 °F or less, the contents will remain in a solid state with
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UF 6 vapor pressure in the cylinder less than 22 psia. Only cylinders that can successfully pass the cold
pressure check (TSR 2.2.4.7 SR 2.2.4.7-1) can be heated in the controlled feeding mode. Passing the
cold pressure check provides sufficient confidence that the cylinder integrity is adequate to withstand the
low pressures that the cylinder will experience resulting from the limited heating that occurs during
controlled feeding. Closure time testing for the steam supply isolation valves and outboard thermovent
line isolation valve is accomplished under surveillance requirements of TSR 2.2.3.1. Category C
cylinders that do not pass the cold pressure check required by TSR 2.2.4.7, SR 2.2.4.7-1 can be fed using
the cold feed mode of operation. [SAR 3.15.2.10, 4.3.2.2.2]

3.2.2 Facility Staff

The minimum staffing requirements will be revised to add mode 7 and mode 8 to the staffing
requirements for C-333-A and C-337-A. Controlled feed mode 7 has similar operating requirements as
normal heating, therefore minimum staffing will be the same as normal feed mode 5. Cold feed mode 8
requires significantly less resources since very limited monitoring oversight is required. For clarity only
the minimum staffing for the C-333-A and C-337-A facilities are shown from TSR Table 3.2.2.1. The
complete revised TSR page is shown in Enclosure 3, page 3.0-4.

Facility Function Mode/Operation Staffing Work Area DefinitionRequirements

C-333-A Two persons in the operating facility or
1, 2, 5,7 2 immediately surrounding grounds

including the local cylinder yard.

C-337-A One person in the facility or immediately
3, 48 1 surrounding grounds including the local

cylinder yard.

Reason for the Changes

Cylinders that are damaged or overfilled to the point of meeting the Category C definition in TSR 1.2.5
currently have no means at PGDP of being fed to the cascade or transferred to other cylinders. TSRs
currently prohibit the heating of Category C cylinders until such time controlled feeding is re-instituted
as an operating mode. The SAR, Table 1-4, lists cold feeding as an authorized activity but contains
Footnote A which indicates that cold feeding must be in accordance with an approved TSR and operating
procedures. In addition, controlled/cold feeding provides the operational flexibility to feed material to
the cascade at a reduced flow rate. This change will establish the required controlled/cold feeding
operating modes and TSRs to implement controlled/cold feeding in the feed facilities. This change is
needed to allow PGDP to recover material contained in Category C cylinders. PGDP currently has two
Category C cylinders containing uranium feed material that could be recovered if the controlled/cold
feeding process were available. PGDP anticipates that additional cylinders may be identified in the
future. In addition, this proposed change will allow Category A or B cylinders to be fed using the
controlled/cold feed modes when a slow feed rate is desired.
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Justification of the Changes

As discussed previously, this proposed change will add two new modes of operation for the C-333-A and
C-337-A UF6 feed facilities. Mode 7 will be used to designate the controlled feeding process where UIF 6
will be removed from a cylinder through sublimation under special heating limitations that ensure that no
liquefaction of UF 6 occurs. Mode 8 will be used to designate the cold feeding process where UF 6 will be
removed from a cylinder through sublimation without the addition of heat. The following provides a
description of the controls and their safety basis to ensure safe operations in Mode 7 and Mode 8.

Mode 7 - Controlled Feeding

Cylinders that are overfilled or damaged cannot be safely heated to temperatures that will cause UF6 to
liquefy because of the potential for loss of cylinder integrity. The thermal expansion coefficient of liquid
UF 6 is such that the liquid will expand dramatically as the temperature increases. This could cause the
UF6 in a cylinder that is overfilled to completely fill the void space in the cylinder and potentially cause a
hydraulic rupture of the cylinder. For cylinders that are damaged, the higher pressures associated with
liquid UF6 could also cause the cylinder integrity to fail.

Mode 7 will permit safe heating of overfilled or damaged cylinders by limited heating so that UF6
remains in a solid state at low pressure. This will be accomplished by adding a new autoclave
temperature control system and by modifying the existing high cylinder pressure system as discussed
below.

Autoclave Temperature Control System

The design for controlled feeding includes a new system called the Autoclave Temperature Control
System. The autoclave temperature will be controlled to less than 142.9°F to prevent the possibility of
liquefying the UF 6 during normal or upset conditions. An autoclave temperature control system will
include two new thermocouple temperature sensors that are magnetically mounted to the UIF 6 cylinder
wall. Thermocouple signal wire is routed from the thermocouple temperature sensors to temperature
transmitter/switches through a modified flange at a pipe connection on top of the autoclave head. The
temperature transmitters/switches are calibrated to initiate an isolation signal for the steam supply block
valves if the temperature exceeds a specified set point. The signals are fed to a Programmable Logic
Controller (PLC) that processes the information and provides a signal to isolate the steam supply block
valves and thermovent line block valve if the set point is reached. The new system will also provide
signals to record temperatures and annunciate alarms.

A new key operated autoclave normal/controlled feeding mode selector switch will be installed for the
operator to select either normal or controlled feeding modes of operation. The new selector switch will
tell the autoclave PLC system to control the modified autoclave either in the normal or in the controlled
feeding mode of operation. The new feed mode switch will automatically cause the autoclave control
logic to use the new controlled feed set point.

The existing steam control valve operates at about the 10 percent open position during steady state
autoclave operations with a steam supply of approximately 90 psig. This control valve could be erratic if
it was used to control steam flow at lower autoclave temperatures and flow rates using the same steam
supply pressure. To compensate for this, a new adjustable steam regulator will be installed for each
modified autoclave to reduce the steam supply pressure to the existing control valve. The steam
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regulator will be adjusted manually when switching between the normal and controlled feeding mode of
operation. This will enable the control valve to maintain a stable temperature below the set point for the
controlled feeding mode of operation. The new steam regulator provides operational control only and
will not be credited for any safety function and will be designated as non-safety (NS) equipment.

The proposed change will also revise the SAR accident analysis to account for the new controlled
feeding mode of operation. The three accidents of concern for this mode of operation are those involving
an autoclave steam control valve failing open, a release of solid/gaseous UJF 6 to atmosphere and
evacuation of an UF6 handling and storage facility.

The accident scenario involving an autoclave steam control valve failing open is an anticipated event
(AE) that can be initiated by the steam control valve failing in such a manner that it goes to the full open
position. The proposed change will install a new adjustable steam regulator upstream of the existing
steam control valve, however, the existing steam control valve or its controls are not being changed. The
new steam pressure regulator being added upstream of the steam control valve is not credited for any
safety function. The steam pressure regulator is manually set and can not impact operation or cause a
failure of the existing steam control valve. The proposed change will not affect the functional
requirements and system functional analysis specified in the SAR for the autoclave steam pressure
control system. The new adjustable steam pressure regulator could reduce the steam pressure during
accident conditions, but the analysis for full steam pressure will always be bounding, as discussed below.
As a result, there are no new failure modes for this system and the proposed change does not increase the
probability of the steam valve failing and initiating this event.

The autoclave steam valve fails open scenario was analyzed for the new controlled feeding mode of
operation. The analysis determined that if the initial temperature of the autoclave is not allowed to
exceed 142.9°F, then the final temperature of the UF6 and the autoclave would not reach the triple point
and no liquefaction of the UF 6 would occur. The scenario assumes that the autoclave and UF 6 cylinder
are at 142.9'F when the steam valve fails open. The steam valve is assumed to fail to the 100 percent
open position allowing maximum steam flow. The steam flow is modeled to continue until the autoclave
pressure reaches the 15 psig set point of the high pressure isolation system. Once this pressure is
reached, the model allows an additional 15 seconds of steam flow into the autoclave while the system
responds and the valve is shut. For conservatism, no throttling of the steam is assumed. The valve is
assumed to be full open for the entire 15 seconds. Following the isolation of the steam source, all of the
energy added by the steam during the event is assumed to be absorbed by the autoclave and UF 6 cylinder.
For conservatism, no heat is allowed to escape from the autoclave shell during the event. The resulting
temperatures were calculated and determined to be less than the UF6 triple point temperature of 147.3°F,
demonstrating that no UF 6 liquefaction would occur during this event. With the temperature remaining
below the triple point, the maximum pressure inside the UF6 cylinder will be below the triple point
pressure of 22 psia. As a prerequisite for controlled feeding, the UF 6 cylinder will be required to pass the
cold pressure check. The cold pressure check ensures cylinder internal pressure is below 10 psia and
provides a high confidence that UF 6 cylinder integrity will be maintained during the controlled feeding
process. As a result, there will be no increase in the probability or consequences of a loss of UF6
cylinder integrity during this scenario and no release of UF6. The new adjustable steam pressure
regulator could potentially be set to limit inlet pressure to the autoclave below the 15 psig setpoint of the
high pressure isolation system. For this scenario, the reduced pressure steam admitted to the autoclave
would result in a significantly slower temperature rise within the autoclave with corresponding rise in
UF 6 cylinder temperature. This would be terminated by the new autoclave temperature control system
prior to 142.9°F. The steam would be isolated within 15 seconds as with the high pressure isolation
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system actuation. With less than 15 psig steam remaining in the autoclave after isolation there is
insufficient energy to further heat the cylinder to the triple point (147.3°F). Therefore this sub-scenario
is bound by the analysis of full pressure steam filling the autoclave due to the steam control valve failing
full open.

The release of solid/gaseous UF6 to atmosphere due to accidents involving a loss of cylinder integrity is
an AE that can occur during routine lifting and moving operations for controlled/cold feeding, or during
cold feeding with the autoclave open. This scenario is not possible during controlled feeding since the
autoclave is closed. Various design and administrative controls are currently identified to minimize the
potential for loss of cylinder integrity in the hazards analysis results for the UF6 handling and storage
facilities. The design and administrative controls that are in place for current operations will continue to
be implemented and applicable to the controlled feeding mode where it is practical to do so. As a result,
there will be no increase in probability or consequences of a breach of a cylinder during cold feeding.

Evacuation of the facility is an AE that is assumed to be initiated by a spurious operation of the criticality
accident alarm system, potential releases of hazardous material from another facility, or a fire within the
facility. The primary concern during an evacuation is to prevent a release of hazardous material (e.g.,
UF6). The main objective of the scenario is to ensure the autoclave operation is equipped with sufficient
controls to prevent or mitigate a failure of the UF6 primary system in an evacuation event. The only
safety action required is to maintain primary system pressure control. As demonstrated above, the new
autoclave temperature control system is designed to maintain the UJF 6 cylinder at less than 142.9°F during
nor•nal operation and below the UF 6 triple point temperature during postulated scenarios. This ensures
that the cylinder pressure is maintained below the corresponding UF 6 triple point pressure. The other
autoclave systems will continue to operate to support this safety action. As a result, there is no increase
in the probability or consequences of a release from an autoclave during a feed facility evacuation event.
The Autoclave Temperature Control System is required only during controlled feeding to prevent the
liquefaction of the UF6 within the cylinder when the autoclave is closed. The safety function of the
autoclave temperature control system is to ensure that the UF 6 cylinder temperature will not exceed the
initial conditions assumed so that the UF6 triple point temperature is not reached even under credible
accident conditions. This ensures the UF 6 remains in the solid/gaseous state during the controlled
feeding mode. The autoclave is supplied with saturated steam in an unpressurized autoclave during the
controlled feeding mode of operation. Maintaining the initial temperature of the UF 6 to less than 142.9°F
corresponds to a saturated steam pressure well below atmospheric pressure; however, the autoclave
vacuum breaker will open to maintain autoclave pressure near atmospheric pressure. The autoclave
temperature control system accomplishes its safety function by detecting a high UF 6 cylinder temperature
at a predetermined value and isolating the steam supply block valves and the thermovent line block valve
to the autoclave. The normal function of the thermovent valve is to vent the autoclave at the start of the
heating cycle. The thermovent line block valve is required to close because the thermovent line
discharges to a header common to other autoclaves, and backflow through an open thermovent line block
could create a steam source beyond what was assumed in the accident analysis.

The autoclave temperature control system is designed to perform its function independent of any support
system. In addition, loss of power or air pressure will cause the closure of the steam supply block valves
and the thermovent line block valve.

The autoclave temperature control system is required to preserve initial conditions assumed in the
accident analysis (i.e., limit the initial cylinder temperature to < 142.9°F). Once the initiating event
occurs, the autoclave temperature control system provides no safety function to mitigate the events.
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Therefore, this system's safety function to preserve the initial conditions of the accident analysis meets
the criteria for classification as an AQ system in accordance with the SAR criteria for classification of
structures, systems, and components. The autoclave temperature control system components being
classified as AQ are shown in Enclosure 3, Page 3.15-95.

A new TSR (shown in Enclosure 3, Page 2.2-30e) will define Limiting Conditions for Operation that
apply to the autoclave temperature control system. The actions and surveillance requirements are
consistent with existing TSRs governing similar systems such as the autoclave water inventory control
system. As discussed above, the new autoclave temperature control system functions to maintain the
autoclave below the specified maximum temperature during normal operation. The system does not
provide any prevention or mitigation function during credible accident scenarios, and it does not protect
the physical integrity or guard against an uncontrolled release of radioactivity, or provide a significant
safety function. As a result, the new autoclave temperature control system does not provide a function
that requires the establishment of Safety Limits (SL) or Limiting Control Settings (LCS). The existing
TSR 2.2.2 Safety Limits remain in effect and the existing autoclave high pressure isolation system is
credited to ensure the UF6 within the cylinder remains in a solid state for credible accident scenarios.

High Cylinder Pressure System

This proposed change will also modify the existing high cylinder pressure system to isolate the steam
,supply to the autoclave before the cylinder internal pressurereaches 22 psia. The existing function of the
high cylinder pressure system is to minimize the potential of primary system integrity failures during
pressure increase events by isolating the steam supply when the maximum allowable working pressure
(MAWP) of the cylinder being heated is reached. The current 115 psia actuation pressure for heating all
cylinders is based on the lowest MAWP of these cylinders. Steam shutoff is initiated by a pressure
switch which receives a pressure signal from the cylinder feed line pressure transmitter. The system will
be modified to include a new pressure switch that will monitor the output signal of the cylinder feed line
pressure transmitter. The new pressure switch will have a high-pressure set point that is based upon the
triple point pressure for UF 6, which is 22 psia (instrument error not included). The new pressure switch
will initiate high cylinder pressure system steam shutoff when in the controlled feeding mode of
operation. The new feed mode switch will automatically cause the autoclave control logic to use the new
controlled feed set point. The new pressure switch will receive the same AQ safety system classification
as the existing high cylinder pressure system pressure sensing instruments since it has the same function
to preserve the initial conditions assumed by the accident analysis for internal cylinder pressure. In
addition, the high cylinder pressure system will be classified as AQ-NCS because the system is now
credited by NCS for double contingency during the controlled feed mode 7.

The remaining mode specific TSRs for the UF 6 feed facilities will be revised where necessary to be
applicable to controlled feeding except where it is not practical to do so. The mode specific TSRs that
will not be applicable during controlled feeding are discussed below.

TSR 2.2.3.3 Autoclave Steam Pressure Control System: The Autoclave Steam Pressure Control System
functions to limit steam pressure to 8 or 6 psig to provide an indirect means of controlling cylinder
temperate below the safety limits for UF 6 cylinder temperature. This system will not be required to be
operable during controlled feeding mode of operations since cylinder temperature in mode 7 will be
controlled by the new autoclave temperature control system TSR.
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The low cylinder pressure system described in SAR Section 3.2.3.2 will also be disabled during the
controlled feeding mode of operation (see Enclosure 3, Page 3.2-6). The low cylinder pressure system
currently functions to close the steam supply block valves and the thermovent line block valve if the UJF 6

cylinder pressure does not exceed 26.5 psia within 105 minutes. This provides an additional method of
ensuring there in an open pathway to the UF 6 manifold. Since the maximum cylinder pressure for mode
7 operations will be limited to <22 psia, this system would erroneously alarm if allowed to remain in
service during mode 7. The new feed mode switch will automatically exclude this system trip from the
autoclave control logic during controlled feeding.

Mode 8 - Cold Feeding

No mode specific TSRs involving the heating of cylinders are required during cold feeding since heat
that could cause liquefaction of UF 6 will not be applied to the cylinder. A UF 6 release will not occur
because cold feeding operations are conducted at a vacuum where any leakage would be into the system.
During this mode of operation the autoclave can be open or shut. This mode will only require the
connection of the cylinder to the pigtail in the autoclave and a low pressure source in the cascade
building. Cold feeding will be performed on Category C cylinders that will not pass the cold pressure
check. As a conservative measure some TSRs will be applicable in mode 8 where it is practical to do so
(see enclosure 5). Cold feeding mode of operation can be done with any C-333-A or C-337-A feed
autoclave.

The above, description of the TSR controls and safety basis for Mode 7 and Mode 8 only address
controlled/cold feeding in the C-333-A and C-337-A feed facilities. PGDP does not plan to implement
this change for the C-360 toll and transfer facility. The existing restrictions preventing controlled/cold
feeding in C-360 will remain in effect. Initially PGDP only intends to modify two feed autoclaves in the
C-337-A facility to allow controlled feeding; however, the proposed changes will allow controlled
feeding modifications to be installed on other feed facility autoclaves should the need arise in the future.
The proposed changes will allow cold feeding to be conducted on any of the C-333-A or C-337-A
autoclaves.

Changes to the SAR that are associated with this proposed change are provided in Enclosure 3. These
changes include revisions to the SAR, Section 5.2A, to incorporate controlled/cold feeding operations into
the description of the Nuclear Criticality Safety (NCS) controls for the autoclaves. These changes have
been evaluated under 10 CFR 76.68, and determined not to require NRC review and approval. The changes
are noted with a revision bar in the right hand margin.

The effects of the lower UF6 flow rates associated with controlled/cold feeding on the Nuclear Material
& Accountability (NMC&A) were also reviewed. Due to the limited number of cylinders targeted for
controlled feeding the exact UF 6 feed rate will not require close monitoring during the controlled feeding
or cold feeding mode of operation. NMC&A requirements can be met by planning around the bimonthly
UF 6 inventory. If necessary, controlled/cold feeding operations can be suspended and the affected
cylinder could be disconnected and weighed for accountability.
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assumed maximum UF6 temperature is not exceeded during cylinder heatup. For cylinders filled with
high purity tails, fill limits for in-plant tails storage and for Category A and B designations are calculated
similarly to those described above except that fill limits for in-plant tails storage are based on 2350 F
maximum UF 6 temperature rather than 250' F and fill limits for heating as Category A or B are based on
maintaining 3% ullage during heating rather than 5%. TSRs also allow heating of certain 480M
cylinders which do not have certified volumes, provided that the volume of the cylinder, based on
measured dimensions, exceeds the minimum volume of the cylinder type and the weight of material in
the cylinder is less than 26,000 pounds. Such a cylinder has been verified to contain greater than 7%
ullage when heated to 235' F. The additional ullage is provided to compensate for the fact that the actual
cylinder volume is based on measured dimensions rather than a certified volume.

Category C cylinders are damaged or overfilled cylinders, which are fed by either the controlled feeding
or the cold feeding mode. For the controlled feeding mode, temperature and pressure controls (i.e., a
maximum cylinder wall temperature of 142.9°F [61.6'C] and maximum cylinder pressure of 22 psia [152
kPa]) are used such that the UF6 will remain below the UJF 6 triple point even under credible accident
conditions. Cylinders must pass the cold pressure check to be fed using the controlled feeding mode. In
the cold feeding mode, cylinders are only subjected to the heat provided by the ambient temperature of
the building atmosphere. No steam is applied during the cold feeding mode.

3.2.1.2 Heating

Autoclave temperature is controlled by using a cascade control scheme within a feedback loop
controller. Information from the autoclave pressure and temperature instruments is used to control the
temperature. The steam pressure is limited to a maximum of 8 psig, which corresponds to a saturated
steam temperature of 235°F. The temperature may be adjusted to accommodate the type cylinder being
heated but will never exceed 235'F. The pressure within a cylinder in an autoclave is an indication of the
purity of the contained UF6 and the rate of pressure increase indicates the clarity of the cylinder valve or
UF6 cylinder pigtail connection. A timed start-up system provides the warning mechanism to protect
against a plugged valve or ULF6 cylinder pigtail. If the cylinder pressure fails to reach a set pressure within
a specified time frame, the steam supply isolation valves and the thermovent line block valve are closed
and alarms are sounded. Cylinders that have been heated and have had the cycle interrupted must be
allowed to cool a minimum of three days for a 2½2-ton cylinder or five days for a 10-ton or 14-ton
cylinder prior to movement to ensure solidification of the U1F6.

The amount of standing water in the autoclave would be quite high during the initial moments of
heating a cylinder since the autoclave control scheme calls for an autoclave temperature of 220'F with a
maximum pressure of 4 psig. The thermal inertia of the cold cylinder causes condensate to form on the
surface of the cylinder (rarely to the extent that the Water Inventory Control System is actuated,
however). At this stage of heating, the actual water inventory is of little, if any, safety concern since the
cylinder's contents are at well below atmospheric pressure.

As the cylinder warms, its pressure increases, but the level of standing condensate decreases
accordingly since the cylinder no longer requires as much energy input, and thus a lower steam demand
is required. At the time when water level is of its highest safety concern (cylinder contents liquefied,
mobile and pressurized), the water level is actually at its lowest since the only steam demand necessary is
to make up for ambient heat losses.
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The C-337-A feed facility autoclaves 5E and 5W have been modified to allow the controlled feeding
of Category C cylinders. Instead of the autoclave temperature and pressure control scheme described
above, the actual cylinder wall temperature is monitored with a pair of magnetically mounted
thermocouples. The autoclave temperature control system maintains the cylinder wall temperature below
the UF 6 triple point temperature. During controlled feeding, the steam pressure control system is not
required to be operable. Cold feeding can be done from any autoclave in C-333-A or C-337-A.
Cylinders that have been heated in the controlled feed mode do not require the usual 3 or 5 day cooldown
(assuming the cylinder temperature remained below the UF 6 triple point temperature). Cylinders that
have been placed in an autoclave for cold feeding do not require the cooldown periods before removal
from the autoclave.

3.2.1.3 Feeding

Each feed station in the feed vaporization facilities is equipped with flow metering. The flow is
monitored in support of the Nuclear Materials Control and Accountability (NMC&A) program as
described in the Fundamental Nuclear Materials Control Plan (FNMCP). Flow monitoring is also used in
controlling the feed flow through each feed system. The flow metering equipment includes a flow
element, a flow transmitter, and a flow indicating totalizer. This instrumentation is part of the inventory
instrumentation required for nuclear material accountability and is identified as important to safety in
Section 3.15.

During controlled feeding and cold feeding modes of operation, the flow metering equipment will
not accurately measure the feed rate due to the low feed pressures and flow rates. Due to the limited
number of cylinders targeted for controlled feeding, NMC&A will not require close monitoring of the
exact UF 6 feed rate during the controlled feeding or cold feeding mode of operation. NMC&A
requirements can be met by planning around the bimonthly UF 6 inventory.
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Because the quantity of an accidental release of U1F6 from a cylinder inside an autoclave cannot be
controlled, the maximum pressure generated by the reaction can best be controlled by limiting the
amount of water present for a given volume or by providing an additional volume for expansion. By
limiting the amount of water present for a given volume, a maximum reaction pressure can be determined
in an autoclave of a given volume. To ensure that the maximum allowable water inventory of the
autoclave is never exceeded, two condensate level probes are mounted at the same elevation in the
condensate drain at the, top of the drain line, slightly below the autoclave shell. Any abnormal
accumulation of condensate in the drain line reaching the level of these probes automatically shuts the
steam supply isolation valves and the thermovent line block valve to prevent the addition of more water.
These probes are used to ensure an acceptable water inventory. In the event of a UF6 release, excessive
water inventory could lead to autoclave over-pressurization or a nuclear criticality.

As a protection against overpressure, each autoclave is provided with a rupture disc backed by a
pressure relief valve. The relief valve is set to relieve in accordance with ASME Code, Section VIII, and
is designed to handle a 40% UF6, 60% HF mixture resulting from a UJF 6 release rate of 1,786 lbs of
UF6/min. Pressure sufficient to open the relief valve will vent the autoclave to the atmosphere. The
maximum leak from a feed autoclave under accident conditions is estimated to be 210 lbs/min of HF.
This relief system would function only if there were an excessive amount of water in the autoclave at the
time of a UF6 release within the autoclave.

In the event of a loss of electrical power, the feed autoclaves are equipped with an uninterruptible
power supply consisting of a multiple cell battery bank connected to an inverter. The inverter provides
120-volt AC power to operate the autoclaves for a limited period of time.

In addition to the important to safety systems described in Sections 3.2.4, 3.2.5, and 3.2.6, the
following systems are present to support operational control of the autoclaves:

3.2.3.1 Conductivity Monitoring

Each autoclave is provided with two separate conductivity cells that monitor the atmosphere within
the autoclave. These conductivity cells detect the presence of small concentrations of HF. These small
concentrations would result from a small release of UF6 that would not produce an appreciable autoclave
pressure increase. Steam is withdrawn from the autoclave through a single small diameter line and passed
through a condenser. Each conductivity cell measures the electrical conductivity of the condensate. The
HF formed by a UF 6 leakage into the autoclave results in high conductivity. If either cell detects
conductivity above the setpoint, the system initiates containment shutdown and activates alarms at the
autoclave local control panel, in the autoclave facility Operations Monitoring Room (OMR), in the ACR
of the adjoining process building and in the C-300, Central Control Facility. The autoclave penetrations
and their associated containment isolation valves activated by this system are the same as those
associated with the Autoclave High Pressure Isolation System and are described in Section 3.2.5.3. The
conductivity monitoring system is not functional during the controlled feeding or cold feeding modes of
operation. The autoclave shell pressure is too low during these modes to provide flow through the
system.
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3.2.3.2 Low Cylinder Pressure System

The low cylinder pressure system is designed to minimize the potential for heating a cylinder when
unobstructed flow of U1F6 through the UF 6 cylinder pigtail and the UF6 manifold is not assured.
Conditions under which this could occur include the cylinder valve being closed or the UF 6 cylinder
pigtail not being connected. The system consists of a pressure element connected to a pressure switch
that signals the steam supply block valves and the thermovent line block valve to close if the cylinder
pressure (i.e., UF6 manifold pressure) does not increase to a specified minimum value within a specified
time following initiation of the heating cycle. Activation of the system actuates alarms at the autoclave
control panel, in the autoclave facility OMR and in the ACR of the adjoining process building. The
components of this system are the timer, pressure element, pressure transmitter, pressure switch, steam
supply isolation valves, thermovent line block valve, and associated relays, solenoids, and switches. The
low cylinder pressure system is not operable during the controlled feeding mode or the cold feeding
mode of operation. During the controlled feeding mode, the cylinder is maintained below the UF 6 triple
point temperature and pressure. During the cold feeding mode, no heat is applied to the cylinder so the
UF 6 pressure will be below atmospheric.

3.2.3.3 Cylinder Pressure Relief System

The cylinder pressure relief system relieves pressures in excess of 100 psig (lowest MAWP of the
cylinders heated) from the feed cylinder and closes the steam isolation valves and the thermovent line
block valve. The components of this system are two pressure relief rupture discs on the feed line relief
branch, a pressure element located between the rupture discs, a pressure transmitter, two pressure
switches (low and high), the steam supply isolation valves, the thermovent line block valve, and
associated relays, solenoids, switches.

During normal operation, the line between the rupture discs is maintained at approximately
atmospheric pressure and the low and high pressure switches are closed. If the pressure sensing
instrumentation detects pressure below the setpoint of the low pressure switch, or above the setpoint for
the high pressure switch, the corresponding switch opens. If either the low or the high pressure switch
opens, steam shutdown is initiated (closing the steam supply isolation valves and the thermovent line
block valve), and alarms are actuated in the ACR of the adjoining process building, at the autoclave
control panel, and in the autoclave facility OMR. If the feed header pressure exceeds 100 psig, both
rupture discs rupture relieving header pressure to surge drums and the high pressure switch opens
actuating the alarms and initiating steam shutdown.

3.2.3.4 Autoclave Opening Prevention System

The autoclave opening prevention system consists of two pressure sensing channels and is used to
prevent the opening of an autoclave unless the internal autoclave pressure is close to atmospheric
pressure. System components are the pressure elements, pressure transmitters, pressure switches, and
associated relays and switches that operate off of the two internal pressure taps for each autoclave.
When the autoclave pressure is less than the setpoint for the pressure switches, the switches are closed
and the circuit to the hydraulic system is completed, allowing normal hydraulic control function. If either
pressure sensing channel senses pressure above the setpoint, the pressure switch opens, which interrupts
the circuit to the hydraulic control system preventing opening of the locking ring.
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3.2.5.2 Autoclave Steam Pressure Control System

The autoclave steam pressure control system is used during the normal heating operations to ensure
that the UF6 cylinder temperatures will not exceed the initial conditions of the accident analysis assumed
for different cylinder types when steam is being supplied to the autoclave environment. The autoclave
steam pressure control system is not required during controlled feeding and cold feeding modes of
operation. During controlled feeding, the steam pressure in the closed autoclave is controlled by the
autoclave temperature control system. During cold feeding, the UF6 cylinder is only exposed to ambient
conditions and no steam is applied to the autoclave.

The autoclave shell head is penetrated by two separate pressure tap lines, each of which is equipped
with pressure sensing instrumentation. Steam shutdown can be initiated by either pressure channel
sensing internal autoclave setpoint pressure, thereby causing the pressure switch associated with that
channel to open the control circuit to the PLC for that autoclave. PLC output de-energizes the solenoid
valves that operate the actuators for the steam isolation valves and the thermovent line block valve,
thereby causing these valves to close.

Activation of this system produces audible alarms at the autoclave local control panel and audible
and visual alarms in the feed facility OMR and in the ACR of the adjoining process building.

3.2.5.3 Autoclave High Pressure Isolation System

The Autoclave High Pressure Isolation System causes the autoclave to go into the containment mode
and activate alarms if the internal pressure of the autoclave reaches the setpoint for the system. In
addition, the system disables the hydraulic system required to open the autoclave shell, thereby
preventing the autoclave from opening until the alarm condition has been cleared.

The autoclave shell head is penetrated by two separate pressure tap lines, each of which is equipped
with pressure sensing instrumentation. Containment isolation can be initiated by either pressure channel
sensing internal autoclave setpoint pressure, thereby causing the pressure switch associated with that
channel to open the control circuit to the PLC for that autoclave. PLC output de-energizes the solenoid
valves that operate the automatic containment valve actuators, thereby causing the containment valves to
close. Automatic containment valves actuated by this system are present on the following shell head
penetrations:

" U176 line with branches for the feed header, the evacuation header, the relief drums, and purge air,

* Steam supply and steam exhaust,

* Condensate drain,

* Thermovent line, and

* Steam sample line.

This system does not require any support systems. The system
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Loss of DC power between the control panel and the detectors would result in a trouble indication
on the local detector system control panel, in the OMR.

3.2.5.8 High Cylinder Pressure System

The High Cylinder Pressure System detects cylinder pressure and isolates the steam supply before
allowable cylinder pressures are exceeded. The system consists of a pressure transmitter connected to
the UF6 line in the manifold housing, a pressure converter, and a high pressure switch. The high pressure
switch signals the steam isolation block valves and the tihermovent line block valve to close if the
cylinder pressure reaches the high cylinder pressure setpoint.

Activation of this system produces audible and visual alarms at the autoclave local control panel, in
the feed facility OMR and in the ACR of the adjoining process building.

3.2.5.9 Autoclave Temperature Control System

The autoclave temperature control system is designed to control the temperature of the cylinder
in the autoclave by limiting the steam input to the autoclave shell. The system is used only during the
controlled feeding mode of operation. The system will provide alarm and steam isolation if the cylinder
wall temperature reaches the specified actuation point above the control temperature. This system
ensures that initial conditions assumed in the accident analysis are met by limiting the maximum
temperature of the cylinder wall to a level that will prevent UF6 liquefaction during the controlled
feeding mode of operation.

The autoclave temperature control system consists of. a pair of thermocouples that are
magnetically attached to the cylinder wall. The thermocouple outputs are connected to high temperature
switches that are calibrated to initiate an isolation signal for the steam supply block valves if the
temperature exceeds a specified set point. The signals are fed to a PLC that processes the information
and provides a signal to the steam supply block valves and thermovent line block valve. Loss of signal
from the PLC will result in isolation of the steam supply.

Activation of the system provides an audible alarm at the autoclave local control panel and
audible and visual alarms in the operations monitoring room (OMR) and C-337 area control room (ACR).
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3.2.6 UF 6 Cylinder Handling

The cylinder handling equipment in the feed facilities includes scales, scale carts, and cranes.
Cylinders are normally empty or contain UF 6 in a solid state. Administrative controls prohibit the
handling of liquid UF 6 in these facilities. The scales and cranes are identified as important to safety in
Section 3.15.

UF6 feed is delivered to the feed facilities and stored in an interim storage yard until a particular
cylinder assay is needed for feed. Cylinders are weighed and checked against fill limits. Each cylinder is
inspected externally for damage prior to placing in an autoclave for feed.

Scales and scale carts are discussed in Section 3.7.

3.2.6.1 Cranes

Overhead bridge cranes move cylinders with solid UF6 from the storage areas to the scale carts and
scales for weighing and to the autoclaves for the feed operation and empty cylinders from the autoclaves
to the scale carts and scales and to the storage area. The C-333-A east and west bridge cranes operate on
the same crane rail system and both cranes are not loaded and/or operated at the same time.

Cranes, lifting fixtures, and rigging are discussed in Section 3.7.

3.2.6.2 Short-Term Storage

Both facilities contain cylinder yards for the short-term storage of both full and empty cylinders.
The yards are equipped with saddles for cylinder storage. Storage yards are discussed in Section 3.7.

3.2.7 Administrative Controls

In addition to the Administrative Controls in Chapter 4 and those controls covered by programs and
plans, the following facility-specific Administrative Control ensures safe operation of the UF6 feed
facilities. Additional general Administrative Controls for cylinders are listed in Section 3.7.6.
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functional requirements are developed based on this level of detail to include trip systems associated with
"00" and "000" cell compressor motors, and interbuilding booster compressor motors. The system
evaluation and system classification subsections further delineate the essential portions of the system
required to meet the safety functions and functional requirements to include a justification for any
exceptions. The boundaries of Q, AQ, and NCS AEF SSCs are provided in Tables 3.15-1, 3.15-2, and
3.15-3, respectively. Support system boundaries are included in the boundaries of the supported SSCs if
loss of the support system does not result in the supported SSC failing in a safe manner.

3.15.2 UF 6 Feed Facilities

3.15.2.1 Autoclave High Pressure Isolation System

3.15.2.1.1 Safety Function

The autoclave high pressure isolation system is designed to contain a release of UF 6 inside the
autoclave. The system detects high autoclave pressure and isolates all active isolation valves to ensure
that the following safety objectives are accomplished:

The UF6 primary system temperature for the category A orB UF 6 cylinder being heated inside an
autoclave is maintained below the temperature that assures an ullage inside the cylinder is
maintained.
The UF6 primary system temperature for the category C UF 6 cylinder being heated inside the
autoclave is maintained below the temperature that assures that no liquid U1F6 is formed inside
the cylinder.
The release of UF 6 and its reaction products to the atmosphere from a UF 6 primary system failure
inside an autoclave is maintained below the amount that would result in exceeding either the
radiological or nonradiological off-site exposure EGs for the EBE category.

3.15.2.1.2 Functional Requirements

The autoclave high pressure isolation system shall be designed in accordance with the following
functional requirements to ensure the capability to accomplish the required safety functions:

* The system shall be capable of accomplishing the required safety function independent of
plant/instrument air supply to the facility.

* The system shall be capable of accomplishing the required safety function independent of the
normal AC power supply to the facility.

* The system shall be capable of having two detectors to sense autoclave high pressure.
* Isolation of the autoclave active valves shall be accomplished within 15 seconds from autoclave

pressure exceeding the required actuation pressure for the system.

3.15.2.1.3 System Evaluation

The autoclave high pressure isolation system was evaluated to assess its ability to accomplish its
required safety functions. Two separate calculations were performed to analyze transient conditions
involving specific limiting events associated with the safety functions. In addition, a fault tree analysis
was performed to determine the system's ability to accomplish the safety functions. The results of these
evaluations are provided in this section.
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Safety function analysis. The first safety function required of this system is to protect the
integrity of the UF 6 cylinder being heated. A review of the autoclave operations determined that the
limiting event for evaluating this safety function is autoclave steam control valve fails open (Section
4.3.2.2.2). For this event, the steam control valve fails open, resulting in a pressure increase (transient) in
the autoclave. The primary concern for this event is cylinder overheating, which for category A and B
cylinders (mode 5) leads to cylinder overpressurization from loss of cylinder ullage that could possibly
lead to cylinder rupture. For heating category C cylinders (mode 7) the overheating leads to liquefaction
of the UF6 and overpressurization that could possibly lead to cylinder rupture. Three different
evaluations were performed to verify the maximum temperature of the cylinder being heated was
maintained below the allowable values. Three different initial conditions were evaluated. The first
condition was for a 14-ton, 48G thin-wall cylinder filled to 28,000 lb (12,700 kg) with the maximum
allowable noncondensables. This cylinder must be heated to greater than 235°F (112°C) before dropping
below 5% ullage based on ANSI N14.1. This evaluation assumed the maximum amount of allowable
noncondensables inside the cylinder, all UF6 is liquefied, and the cylinder is filled to 28,000 lb (12,700
kg) to ensure that protection would be provided for the most limiting event. The evaluation also assumed
that the initial temperature inside the autoclave is less than 230'F (110*C). The autoclave steam pressure
control system (see Section 3.15.2.7) ensures that the initial temperature conditions inside the autoclave
are maintained. The second initial condition assumed the initial temperature was 240'F (116 0C).
Although the same cylinder (i.e., 48G thin wall, high-volume) would not be allowed to be heated at this
temperature, the heat transfer rates were considered conservative to determine if 250'F (121 'C) would be
exceeded. The third condition assumed heating of any category C cylinder with any quantity of UF6.
This analysis assumed a initial condition temperature less than 142.9 (61.6°C). This lower temperature is
maintained by the autoclave temperature control system (see Section 3.15.2.10) and ensures that the
initial temperature conditions inside the autoclave are maintained.

When the steam control valve fails open, a rapid pressure rise occurs inside the autoclave and
quickly reaches the 15 psig (205 kPa) actuation pressure of the autoclave high pressure isolation system.
The analysis assumes that (1) it takes 15 seconds for the steam isolation valves to terminate the event
after the 15 psig (205 kPa) actuation pressure is reached and (2) steam flow into the autoclave remains
full until the valves are completely closed. For category A and B cylinders, using a conservative
assumption that all of the heat added to the autoclave during the transient is then transferred to the liquid
UF6 , the final temperature of the UF6 would still be less than 245°F (1!8'C) for the lower initial
temperature and less than 250'F (121°C) for the higher initial temperature. For category C cylinders, it
was conservatively assumed that the autoclave and UF6 cylinder would absorb the heat, but none of the
heat would escape to the environment. The analysis showed that the temperature of the UF6 remained
below the triple point temperature of 147.3°F (64. 1°C) and that no liquid UF6 was formed. The present
steam supply isolation valves have a valve-stroke time less than the assumed 15 seconds and are tested
periodically to verify that the system can complete an isolation of the steam supply within 15 seconds.
Based on this analysis, the autoclave high pressure isolation system will prevent the UF6 primary system
pressure from exceeding the allowable temperatures for the most limiting cylinder and worst-case
transient, provided the actuation pressure is ý45 psig (205 kPa) and the steam supply valve will close in
!45 seconds after the actuation pressure is reached.
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In the event of a UF6 release inside the autoclave, the second safety function of this system is to
limit the release of UF6 reaction products to the atmosphere to less than the radiological and
nonradiological EGs for the EBE category. To accomplish this safety function, the autoclave high
pressure isolation system works with the autoclave primary containment system to detect high pressure
inside the autoclave and close the autoclave containment isolation valves before the release and
subsequent exposures exceed these guidelines. A review of the autoclave operations determined that the
limiting event for evaluating this safety function is cylinder failure inside autoclave (see Section
4.3.2.2.14). For this event, the cylinder integrity is lost and UF 6 is released inside the autoclave. The
primary concern for this event are isolating the autoclave and limiting the amount of material released to
the atmosphere.
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Safety function analysis. The required safety function for the autoclave water inventory control
system is to maintain the initial condition assumed by the accident analysis: during normal operation, the
autoclave drain valves are open to provide a condensate drain path when steam is being applied to the
autoclave environment, preventing accumulation of condensate in the drain. The analysis described in
Sections 3.15.2.1 and 3.15.2.3 assumed the level of water inside the autoclave is no higher than the top of
the drain at the autoclave shell. The detectors in the drain line are located below this assumed elevation.
The autoclave water inventory control system accomplishes its safety function by detecting a high
condensate level prior to reaching the assumed level and isolating the steam supply to the autoclave.

Therefore, provided the autoclave water inventory control system can detect water levels prior to
reaching the top of the drain line, and provided the same system initiates isolation of steam sources, the
safety function is met.

Qualitative fault tree analysis. In addition to the safety function analysis, a fault tree analysis
was performed in accordance with Section 4.3.1.1.3. The fault tree analysis concluded that the autoclave
water inventory control system can meet the functional requirements described previously.

3.15.2.5.4 System Classification

The autoclave water inventory control system is required to preserve an initial condition of the
accident analysis (i.e., limit the initial amount of water present inside the autoclave during normal
operation); but the system provides no safety function to mitigate the event. Therefore, the autoclave
water inventory control system meets the criteria for classification as an AQ system.

This system is also identified as an NCS AEF (see Section 3.15.10.5.1). Therefore, the autoclave

water inventory control system is classified as AQ-NCS.

3.15.2.5.5 Boundary

The AQ and AQ-NCS boundaries for the autoclave water inventory control system are defined in
Tables 3.15-2 and 3.15-3, respectively.

3.15.2.6 High Cylinder Pressure System

3.15.2.6.1 Safety Function

The high cylinder pressure system ensures that the following safety functions are accomplished:

" The system ensures that UF6 will not reach the liquid state in the controlled feeding
mode of operation.

* The system minimizes the potential for a loss of UF6 primary system integrity during
upset events that cause a pressure increase in the UF 6 primary system.
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3.15.2.6.2 Functional Requirements

The high cylinder pressure system shall be designed in accordance with the following functional
requirements to ensure the capability to accomplish the required safety functions:

* The system shall be capable of accomplishing the required safety function independent of any
support systems.

* The system shall detect high cylinder pressure and isolate the sources of steam to the autoclave.

3.15.2.6.3 System Evaluation

The high cylinder pressure system was evaluated to assess its ability to accomplish the required
safety function. The results of this evaluation are provided in this section.

The safety function is to maintain the normal operating pressure of the UF6 primary system below
the MAWP of the cylinder. This function provides direct control of the UF 6 pressure inside the cylinder.
The system is designed to detect a cylinder pressure equal to or less than the actuation pressure for the
system and to close the steam supply block valves. The cylinder with the lowest MAWP is rated for
100 psig (791 kPa). Therefore, the system actuation is set at •100 psig (791 kPa) during normal heating
cycles. For the controlled feeding mode, the activation must occur at <22 psia (152 kPa). This maximum
initial pressure is assumed in the controlled feeding mode of operation and analysis of each of the initiating
events for this operating mode (See Section 4.3.2.2.2). Based on these requirements, the safety function
for this system can be accomplished.

3.15.2.6.4 System Classification

The high cylinder pressure system is required to:

* Maintain the initial conditions assumed in the accident analysis for the controlled feeding mode.

* Minimize the potential for UF6 primary system integrity failures due to pressure transients.

This minimizes the potential for on-site personnel exposure. However, no credit is taken for this
system to mitigate an event to meet off-site EGs for the EBE frequency. Therefore, the high cylinder
pressure system meets the criteria for classification as an AQ system.

This system is also identified as an AEF (See Section 3.15.10.5.5). Therefore, the high cylinder
pressure system is classified as AQ-NCS.

3.15.2.6.5 Boundary

The AQ and AQ-NCS boundaries for the high cylinder pressure system are defined in Tables 3.15-
2 and 3.15-3, respectively.
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a crane-carried load resulting in UF 6 primary system failure. The most credible horizontal impact
scenario involves a cylinder filled with solid UF6 coasting past the autoclave position and impacting the
barrier frame due to an operator error or a mechanical/electrical crane failure. Analysis determined that a
14-ton cylinder/barrier frame collision for fast speed conditions (i.e., 175-185 feet per minute) would
cause the barrier frame to become permanently deformed, but the frame would not collapse. Evaluation
of lower speed collisions indicates that the frame would remain in the elastic condition and return to its
original position. The barrier frame did not come into contact with the LUF 6 primary system piping in any
of the evaluated cylinder/barrier frame collision scenarios. Therefore, the C-337-A jet station barrier
frame can perform its intended safety function.

3.15.2.9.4 System Classification

The C-337-A jet station barrier frame is credited for preventing a horizontal impact from a crane-
carried load resulting in UF6 primary system failure. The C-337-A jet station barrier frame meets the
criteria specified in Section 4.3.2 for classification as a Q system.

3.15.2.9.5 Boundary

The Q boundary for the C-337-A jet station barrier frame is defined in Table 3.15-1.

3.15.2.10 Autoclave Temperature Control System

This system is required only during controlled feeding to prevent the liquefaction of the
UF 6 within the cylinder when the autoclave is closed.

3.15.2.10.1 Safety Function

The autoclave temperature control system ensures that the LF6 cylinder temperature will not
exceed the initial conditions assumed so that the UF 6 triple point temperature is not reached even under
credible accident conditions. This ensures that the LF6 remains in the solid/gaseous state when steam is
being applied during the controlled feeding mode.

3.15.2.10.2 Functional Requirements

The autoclave temperature control system shall be designed in accordance with the following
functional requirements to ensure the capability to accomplish the required safety function.

The system shall be capable of accomplishing the required safety function independent of
any support system.

The system shall detect high cylinder temperature and isolate the sources of steam to the
autoclave.
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3.15.2.10.3 System Evaluation

The autoclave temperature control system was evaluated to assess its ability to accomplish its
safety function. The results of this evaluation are provided in this section.

The autoclave temperature control system is required to maintain UF6 temperature to below the
values assumed by the accident analysis. During the controlled feeding mode of operation, the autoclave
is supplied with saturated steam. The safety function analysis described in Section 3.15.2.1 assumed the
initial temperature of the UF6 was less than 142.9°F (61.6°C). This corresponds to a saturated steam
pressure well below atmospheric pressure. The autoclave vacuum breaker will open to maintain
autoclave pressure near atmospheric pressure. The autoclave temperature control system accomplishes
its safety function by detecting a high UF6 cylinder temperature at a predetermined value and isolating
the steam supply block valves and the thermovent line block valve to the autoclave.

The autoclave temperature control system is designed to detect high cylinder wall temperature
and isolate the steam supply to the autociave independent of any support system. In addition, loss of
power or air pressure will cause the closure of the steam supply block valves and the thermovent line
block valve from the autoclave. Therefore, the safety function of this system can be accomplished.

3.15.2.10.4 System Classification

This system is required to perform the following function:

* Preserve initial conditions assumed in the accident analysis (i.e., limit the initial cylinder
temperature to <142.9*F (61.6'C).

Once the initiating event occurs, the autoclave temperature control system provides no safety
function to mitigate the events. Therefore, this system's safety function, preserving the initial conditions
of the analysis, meets the criteria for classification as an AQ system.

3.15.2.10.5 Boundary

The AQ boundaries for the autoclave temperature control system are defined in Table 3.15-2.
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3.15.3 Enrichment Facilities

3.15.3.1 UF6 Compressor Motor Manual Trip Systems

The UF6 compressor motor manual trip systems consist of the cell remote manual shutdown
systems for the enrichment and purge cascades, and the trip systems for the interbuilding booster and
purge and evacuation (P&E) compressor motors. The DC power distribution system is discussed in
Section 3.15.3.2.

3.15.3.1.1 Safety Function

The UF6 compressor motor manual trip systems shall shut down all applicable motors connected
to the trip circuit to:

Reduce the operating pressure/temperature to minimize the potential for UF6 primary system
integrity failure and
Reduce the operating pressure to minimize the release of UF 6 and its reaction products to the
atmosphere after a failure in the UF 6 primary system integrity.

3.15.3.1.2 Functional Requirements

The UF6 compressor motor manual trip systems shall be capable of:

* Tripping the cell and booster compressor motors in the enrichment cascade from the area control
room (ACR) and

* Tripping the cell and interbuilding booster compressor motors in the enrichment cascade from
the central control facility (CCF)

3.15.3.1.3 System Evaluation

The UF6 compressor motor manual trip systems were evaluated to assess their ability to
accomplish their required safety function. In addition, a fault tree analysis was performed to determine
system capabilities to accomplish their safety functions. The results of these evaluations are provided in
this section.
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3.15.10.5.4 UF6 Release Detection System C-337A

3.15.10.5.4.1. Safety Function

The UF6 Release Detection System shall initiate UF6 line isolation upon activation of any 4 or
more UF6 detector heads in the C-337A facility. This action is required to ensure that the release of UF6
and its reaction products for isolable events outside the autoclave are maintained below levels that could
result in a nuclear criticality.

3.15.10.5.4.2. Functional Requirements

The UF6 release detection system shall be capable of isolating all C-337A autoclaves when any
combination of four or more UF6 detector heads actuate.

3.15.10.5.4.3. System Evaluation

See Section 5.2, Appendix A.

3.15.10.5.4.4. System Classification

The U1 6 release detection system in C-337A is identified as an NCS AEF. Therefore, this system
is classified as AQ-NCS.

3.15.10.5.4.5. Boundary

The AQ-NCS boundaries for the UF 6 release detection system in C-337A are defined in Table
3.15-3.

3.15.10.5.5 High Cylinder Pressure System

3.15.10.5.5.1. Safety Function

The high cylinder pressure system, for use during the controlled feeding mode, shall isolate the
steam supply to the C-337-A, 5E and 5W autoclaves to ensure the cylinder pressure is maintained <22
psia. The UF6 cylinder high pressure system prevents over-pressurization of a damaged or overfilled
(category C) UF6 cylinder during the heating process. This pressure could be the result from excessive
"light" gases or overfilling. The system contributes to nuclear criticality safety by preventing the release
of UF 6 to areas with unfavorable geometry.

3.15.10.5.5.2. Functional Requirements

See Section 3.15.2.6.2.

3.15.10.5.5.3. System Evaluation

See Section 3.15.2.6.3 and Section 5.2, Appendix A.
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3.15.10.5.5.4. System Classification

The high cylinder pressure system is classified as AQ (See 3.15.2.6.4).

The high cylinder pressure system is also identified as an NCS AEF. Therefore, this system is
classified as an AQ-NCS system.

3.15.10.5.5.5. Boundary

The AQ and AQ-NCS boundaries for the high cylinder pressure system are defined in Table
3.15-2 and 3.15-3, respectively.

3.15.11 Nuclear Criticality Safety Passive SSCs

Passive structures, systems, and components that (1) are necessary to meet the double
contingency principle for the prevention of an accidental nuclear criticality or (2) represent the single
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Table 3.15-2. Boundary Definition for AQ Structures, Systems, and Components.

System Facility Boundary Definition Support Systems

Autoclave Water Inventory C-333-A See Table 3.15-3 for boundary definition. No support systems are required
Control System C-337-A
(Sections 3.15.2.5, 3.15.5.5, C-360
3.15.10.2.1, and 3.15.10.5.1)

High Cylinder Pressure System C-333-A 1. Pressure sensing instruments. No support systems are required
(Sections 3.15.2.6 and 3.15.5.6) C-337-A 2. Steam block valves

C-360 3. Solenoid valve (operates the steam block valve)
4. Programmable logic controller (includes input/output

modules)
5. Connecting electrical signal and pneumatic lines

Autoclave Steam Pressure C-333-A See Table 3.15-1 for boundary definition. No support systems are required
Control System C-337-A
(Sections 3.15.2.7, 3.15.10.2.3,
and 3.15.10.5.3)
Autoclave Temperature Control C-337-A 1. Temperature sensing instrumentation No support systems are required.
System (A/C's 5E 2. Steam supply block valves and thermovent block valve
(Section 3.15.2.10) & 5W 3. Solenoid valves and relays (operates the block valves)

only) 4. Controlled feeding mode key lock switch
5. Programmable logic controller (includes input/output

modules)
6. Connecting electrical signal and pneumatic lines

Cell Remote Manual Shutdown C-300 I. Manual trip switches in the CCF for the C-33 1, C-333, C- 125 VDC control power (Section 3.15.3.2)
System and DC Power 335, and C-337 enrichment compressor motors
Distribution System (Sections 2. 125 VDC auxiliary trip relays for CCF trips
3.15.3.1 and 3.15.3.2) 3. Associated ACB relays, switches and control wiring

4. 125 VDC battery banks
5. Associated wiring circuits to connect the relays and trip

coils to the batteries
250 VDC control power (Section 3.15.3.2)

C-310 1. Pistol grip trip switches at the local cell panel (LCP) for
the enrichment and purge compressor motors

2. Associated trip coils, contacts, and 250 VDC circuit
breakers

3. Associated relays, switches, and control wiring
4. Associated 250 VDC power supplies

- 250 VDC battery banks associated with the LPC trip
circuits

- Associated 250 VDC control and alarm power breakers
in distribution cabinets

- DC circuit breakers in switchgear and substation supply
- The associated wiring circuits to connect the relays and

trip coils to the batteries
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Table 3.15-3. Boundary Definition for NCS AEF Structures, Systems, and Components.

System Facility .Boundary Definition Support Systems

Autoclave Water Inventory C-333-A 1. Level probes and level switches (2) No support systems are required
Control System C-337-A 2. Steam block valves, thermovent block valve
(Sections 3.15.2.5, 3.15.5.5, C-360 3. Solenoid valve and piping to block valves (operates the
3.15.10.2.1, and 3.15.10.5. 1) steam block valve)

4. Programmable logic controller in C-33 I-A and C-33 7-A
(includes input/output modules)

15. Connecting electrical signal and pneumatic lines
Autoclave Steam Pressure C-333-A See Table 3.15-1 No support systems are required
Control System C-337-A
(Sections 3.15.2.7, 3.15.5.7, C-360
3.15.10.2.3, and 3.15.10.5.3)

Freezer/Sublimers (F/S) C-331 The boundary applies to all the F/Ss exposed to greater than or 480 VAC power - Required for inlet "B"
High-High Weight Trip C-333 equal to 1.0 wt.%235U. The F/S High-High Weight Trip line valve to close
(Section 3.15.10.1.4) C-335 System boundary includes:

C-337 I. Weight monitoring instumentation 120 VAC power - Required for weight

2. Interconnecting circuitry measurement channel to provide an output.

3. Motor operated UF 6 inlet "B" line valve 24 VDC power - Required for control
4. 480 VAC breaker for the inlet "B" line valve 24 c po - R ered for nt
5. 24 VDC power supply to control relay for inlet "B" line relay contacts to close thereby allowingvalve close contactor coil 480 VAC power to be supplied to inlet

valv clse cntator oil"B" line valve close contactor coil.
6. 120 VAC power supply back to the first breaker

Autoclave High Pressure C-337-A See Table 3.15-1 See Table 3.15-1
Isolation System C-360
(Sections 3.15.2.1, 3.15.5.1,
3.15.10.2.2, 3.15.10.5.2)

High Cylinder Pressure System C-337-A See Table 3.15-2 No support system is required.
(Section 3.15.2.6, 3.15.10.5.5) (A/C's

5E & 5W
only)
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Table 4.2-5. Example Initiating Event-Operating Mode-Hazard State Matrix.1

Autoclave Heating/
Anticipated Cylinder Open/Out Autoclave Feeding/ Controlled Cold

Initiating Event Handling of Service Containment Closed Heeling Feeding Feeding

Hazard state

Pressure increase

Autoclave steam All states All states All states All states Gas/Solid Gas/Solid
control valve fails
open

Primary system integrity

Minor leaks of UF6  --- All states All states Gas/Solid Gas/Solid
inside autoclave

Minor leaks of UF6  All states All states All states --- All states Gas/Solid Gas/Solid
to atmosphere

Note this table is representative for the feed facilities (C-333-A and C-337-A).
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4.3.2.2.2 Autoclave Steam Control Valve Fails Open (Pressure Increase)

a. Scenario Description

During normal autoclave operations in C-333-A, C-337-A, and C-360, the autoclave is filled with
steam to heat the UF 6 in cylinders to a liquid state. Once the UF6 has reached the liquid state, a
prolonged significant increase in steam pressure in the autoclave could result in a corresponding
temperature and pressure increase inside the cylinder, increasing the potential for a UIF 6 release. Controls
are provided to limit the normal operating temperatures within initial conditions. The allowable
temperature varies for different categories of cylinders. The most limiting transient that will increase the
primary system pressure is to allow excessive heat to be applied to the primary system; such heating
could occur if the autoclave steam control valve were to fail in the open position. This event is an AE
because a single active failure (i.e., the failure of a steam control valve in the open position) or operator
error could allow a large amount of steam to enter the autoclave.

An evaluation of this event determined that the consequences could result in significant off-site
and on-site impact if no mitigation were provided. The consequences are based on a liquid UF 6 release
with the valve in the 6 o'clock position. This is conservative for the feed activities since they always
have the valve at 12 o'clock. The toll transfer and sampling activities utilize the 6, 3 or 9 and 12 o'clock
position during transfer, sampling, and heating operations.

The most severe transient associated with this event would occur after the cylinder heating cycle
is completed and the UF 6 is liquefied within the cylinder. At this point in the operating cycle, the peak
normal operating temperature has been achieved. The primary system pressure increase could result in
the loss of expansion volume (i.e., "ullage") and could over pressurize the cylinder as a result of
expansion of the liquid U1F6, possibly leading to a leak or rupture.

Various sizes of cylinders with different allowable fill values and ullage requirements can be
heated in an autoclave. Each combination of allowable shipping weights and cylinder temperatures was
evaluated to determine which combination would result in the most limiting pressure transient inside the
primary system. The evaluation was based on maintaining a minimum of 5 percent ullage at the ANSI
N14.1 allowed heating temperatures. The evaluation determined that a 14-ton, 48G thin-wall cylinders
with an allowable in plant storage value of 28,000 lb (12,701 kg) of UF6 would reach its 5 percent ullage
limit at the lowest temperature [i.e., 235*F (1 12°C)]. This same cylinder was also used to evaluate
maximum temperatures of other cylinders that have a 5 percent ullage at 250'F (121'C). This is
conservative because of the thin wall of the cylinder and its heat transfer characteristics.

The initial conditions assumed to ensure this event is controlled within EG 3 were as follows:

Initial temperature in the cylinder is 142.9°F (61.6°C) for category C cylinders, 230'F (1 10°C)
for category B cylinders and 240'F (1 16'C) for category A cylinders;

* Cylinder does not exceed the allowable weight limits for category A and B cylinders; and
* Cylinder does not contain excessive noncondensables.
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The initial conditions are ensured respectively by the following controls:

Autoclave Steam Pressure Control system with a set point of less than or equal to the initial
temperature limit (heating, feeding, heeling mode);
Autoclave temperature control system with set point less than or equal to the initial temperature
limit (Controlled feeding mode only);
Administrative controls to verify category A and B cylinder weight is within allowable values
(heating, feeding, heeling mode); and
Administrative controls to verify cylinder pressure is less than or equal to 10 psia (69 kPa) prior
to heating.

The most limiting transient will occur when the UF6 within the cylinder is completely liquefied
when the steam control valve fails open. The transient will result in a pressure increase inside the
autoclave until the steam supply valve is closed. The autoclave steam pressure control system will detect
this event and close the steam block valves. However, in the event that this system fails to isolate the
steam supply, the autoclave high-pressure isolation system will detect the increase in autoclave pressure,
and initiate closure of the steam supply isolation valves, stopping the transient. Once the steam isolation
valves are closed, the temperature within the cylinder will continue to rise until'an equilibrium
temperature between that of the cylinder and that of the autoclave is reached. The final temperature
within the cylinder will remain significantly less than 250TF (121'C) for category A cylinders and less
than 245TF (118°C) for category B cylinders, preventing a failure of the cylinder pressure boundary.
Based on the analysis, the autoclave high-pressure isolation system will provide sufficient protection for
all cylinders during the normal heating modes if the initial autoclave temperature is limited to less than
the assumed initial temperature conditions.

The evaluation of this event for category C cylinders is slightly different from the evaluation for
category A and B cylinders. Unlike A and B cylinders, the initial conditions for a category C cylinders is
controlled so that the UF6 is maintained below the triple point temperature and pressure thus providing
assurance that the UF 6 is not liquefied. This is accomplished by monitoring the actual cylinder wall
temperature and controlling the steam admitted to the autoclave with this temperature signal. The
autoclave temperature control system maintains the initial conditions with a setpoint less than or equal to
the initial temperature limit. In the event that the system fails to control the temperature due to a control
valve or other failure, the autoclave high pressure isolation system will detect the increase in autoclave
pressure, and initiate closure of the steam supply block valves and thermovent line block valve, stopping
the transient. Once the steam block valves are closed, the cylinder temperature will continue to rise until
equilibrium temperature between that of the cylinder and autoclave is reached. The analysis of category
C cylinders determined that the UF6 will not reach the triple point temperature (147.3°F [64. 1IC]) thus
the UF6 will remain in the solid/gaseous state with no liquefaction. Based on the analysis, the autoclave
temperature control system will provide sufficient protection for all cylinders during the controlled
feeding mode if the cylinder temperature is limited to less than the assumed initial temperature
conditions. This scenario is not applicable for the cold feeding mode since there is no steam applied to
the autoclave. ,
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In addition to these active systems and administrative controls, the passive features of the UF 6
cylinders, pigtails, UF 6 primary system piping outside the autoclave, and autoclave shell and associated
isolation valves would also be required. These components must be designed to withstand the transient
conditions described without failure. This event is considered a limiting event for the pressure increase
parameter and the AE frequency category.

The primary concern associated with this event is the primary system pressure increase
associated with the increase in steam pressure inside the autoclave. The applicable EGs (see Table 4.2-2)
associated with this event are all of the EGs for the AE frequency range and any initial conditions
assumed (i.e., normal operation, EG 5). EG 4 is addressed by the NCS Program (Section 5.2). The only
safety action required to meet these EGs would be to maintain primary system pressure control within the
EG 3 limits. This action will prevent primary system failure and thus protect on-site personnel and the
off-site public and maintain the habitability of the required control area by preventing a release of UF6.

b. Source-Term Analysis

This is not applicable because adequate protection is available to prevent primary system failure.

c. Consequence Analysis

This is not applicable because adequate protection is available to prevent primary system failure.
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d. Comparison With Guidelines

All of the applicable EGs are met by controlling the primary system pressure within acceptable
limits as required by EG 3. Both on-site workers and the off-site public are protected in this event
because the primary system pressure is prevented from exceeding acceptable limits, and the release of
UF6 is thereby prevented.

e. Summary of SSCs and TSR Controls

Based on the results of this analysis, the essential controls for this event are summarized as
follows:

* Administrative controls to verify cylinder weight is within allowable values-maintain initial
condition (normal operation-heating, feeding, heeling mode only, EG 5 only);

* Administrative controls to verify cylinder pressure is less than or equal to 10 psia (69 kPa) prior
to heating-maintain initial condition (normal operation, EG 5 only);

* Autoclave steam pressure control system-maintain initial condition (normal operation-heating,
feeding, heeling mode only, EG 5 only);

* Autoclave temperature control system - maintain initial condition (normal operation - controlled
feed mode only, EG 5 only).

* Autoclave high pressure isolation system--detection of high autoclave pressure and isolation of
steam lines (EG 3 only);

* Autoclave primary containment system-maintain primary system integrity (EGs 1 and 2); and
* UF 6 cylinders, pigtails, and primary system inside and outside the autoclave maintain primary

system integrity (EGs 1 and 2).

Based on the above essential controls, the resulting important to safety SSCs and TSRs are as
follows:

The autoclave steam pressure control system, autoclave temperature control system, autoclave
primary containment system, autoclave high pressure isolation system, UF 6 cylinders, pigtails,
and primary system piping outside the autoclave are identified as important to safety SSCs. See
Section 3.15 for details including safety classification.
TSRs are provided for the autoclave steam pressure control system, autoclave high pressure
isolation system, UF 6 cylinders, and administrative requirements for procedures and training of
workers for evacuation actions.

4.3.2.2.3 Releases of Solid/Gaseous UF 6 to Atmosphere (Primary System Integrity)

a. Scenario Description

During routine cylinder lifting or moving operations within the various facilities as well as
during on-site transportation, various initiators are present that could result in a loss of physical integrity
involving a cylinder containing solidified UF6. Loss of physical integrity involving cylinders filled with
liquefied UF 6 outside of autoclaves is addressed in Section 4.3.2.2.15. Various design and administrative
controls are identified to minimize the potential for loss of cylinder integrity in the hazards analysis
results for the UF 6 handling and storage facilities (see Section 4.2.6.5). However, with the administrative
controls in place, a single operator error or equipment failure could result in a cylinder valve failure and
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b. Source-Term Analysis

The scenario description specified that the initial conditions for the facility evacuation scenario
are assumed to be the normal operations carried out within the facilities. Since a specific failure
condition that could result in a failure of the UF6 primary system was not defined in the scenario
description, a specific source-term analysis was not performed for the facility evacuation event.
However, the source-term for anticipated events that could result in a UF 6 release within the evacuated
facility would be either equivalent to or bounded by other anticipated events (i.e., Sections 4.3.2.2.1
through 4.3.2.2.5, and Section 4.3.2.2.17). Refer to these sections for further discussions of the source-
term associated with the specific initiating event.

C. Consequence Analysis

As indicated in the source-term analysis, the consequences of anticipated events that could result
in a UF6 release within the evacuated facility would be either equivalent to or bounded by other
anticipated events (i.e., Sections 4.3.2.2.1 through 4.3.2.2.5, and Section 4.3.2.2.17). Refer to those
sections for further discussions of the consequences associated with the specific initiating event.

d. Comparison With Guidelines

Each process and associated controls are summarized below to describe how primary system
pressure and temperature are controlled within EG 3 as applicable. No operator actions were identified
to meet EG 6 other than those actions required by other scenarios involving a UF 6 release within the
facility.

Feed, Toll Transfer and Sampling Facilities - During the cylinder handling modes (Mode 1
for feed and Mode la and lb for toll transfer and sampling) of operation, the only identified concern is
the movement of cylinders within the facility. If evacuation of the facility is required during the
movement of cylinders, the design of the transport devices must ensure that no damage is incurred when
an operator evacuates the area. Therefore, the following two controls were identified to accomplish this
action:

The UF 6 cylinder handling cranes shall be designed so that when controls are released the cranes
automatically stop except for small compensatory movements associated with activation of the
mechanical braking mechanisms (e.g., evacuation of the building).
Rail stops are provided to prevent cylinder transport cart movement beyond stops at the levelator
and on the east end of the loading docks in the toll transfer and sampling facility.

During all other facility operations, the only concern that could result in a loss of primary system
integrity is that excessive temperatures during heating operations in the autoclave could result in a
primary system pressure increase and potentially a subsequent release of UF 6. Control is provided by the
autoclave steam pressure control system or autoclave temperature control system. In addition to these
active systems, the passive features of the UF6 cylinders, pigtails, primary system piping outside the
autoclave, and the autoclave shell and associated isolation valves would also be required.

The feed facilities are equipped with automatic detection and alarm in the facility OMR and
associated "000" ACR for lines outside the autoclave (UF 6 release detection system). In addition, all
autoclaves can be isolated remotely from the applicable ACR with the autoclave manual isolation system.
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Feed, Toll Transfer, and Sampling Facilities

* Autoclave manual isolation systems (feed facilities only)-maintain primary system integrity (EGs 1
and 2);

* UF6 release detection systems - minimize potential exposure to receptors outside of the process
building (EGs 1 and 2);

* Autoclave primary containment system-maintain primary system integrity (EGs 1 and 2);
* UF 6 release detection system zones 1 and 4 (toll transfer and sampling facility only)-minimize

potential exposure to receptors outside of the process building (EGs 1 and 2);
* Autoclave steam pressure control system-maintain primary system temperature/pressure below

allowable values (EG 5);
* Autoclave temperature control system (feed facilities only) - maintain primary system

temperature/pressure below allowable values (EG 5);
* High cylinder pressure system-maintain primary system temperature/pressure below allowable

values (EGs 1 and 2);
* Rail stops to prevent scale cart movement beyond stops at the levelator and on the east end of the

loading docks in the toll transfer and sampling facility-maintain primary system integrity (EGs 1
and 2);

Withdrawal Facilities

* UF6 release detection and isolation system - low voltage ("new") system at the withdrawal stations
minimize potential exposure to receptors outside of the process building (EGs 1 and 2);

* UF 6 release detection system - Normetex pump - minimize potential exposure to receptors outside of
the process building (EGs 1 and 2);

* Administrative Control - process building cranes shall not be used to transport heavy equipment
above/around process equipment that is operating above atmospheric pressure - (EGs 1 and 2);

* The C-315 withdrawal facility high-speed centrifugal compressors will not be used until further
analysis has been performed to identify appropriate preventive and/or mitigative controls (EGs 1, 2,
and 3);

* Rail stops to prevent scale cart movement beyond stops at the head of the cylinder scales in the
withdrawal stations-maintain primary system integrity of the liquid piping at the head of the
cylinder scales (EGs 1 and 2).

Based upon the above essential controls, the resulting important to safety SSCs and TSRs are as follows:

* UF6 cylinders, pigtails, primary system piping, UIF 6 cylinder handling cranes, liquid UF6 cylinder
handling equipment (scale carts, rail stops, C-360 elevator and levelator), autoclave primary
containment system, autoclave manual isolation systems, UF 6 release detection system (feed
facilities), UF6 release detection system zones 1 and 4 (toll transfer and sampling facility only),
autoclave steam pressure control system, autoclave temperature control system, high cylinder
pressure system, UF6 release detection and isolation system - low voltage ("new") system at the
withdrawal
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stations, and UF 6 release detection system - Normetex pump,are identified as important to safety
SSCs. See Section 3.15 for details including safety classification.

TSRs are provided for the UF6 cylinders, UF6 cylinder handling cranes, scale carts, C-360 elevator
and levelator; autoclave primary containment system, autoclave manual isolation systems, UF 6
release detection system (feed facilities), UF 6 release detection system zones 1 and 4 (toll transfer
and sampling facility only), autoclave steam pressure control system, autoclave temperature control
system, high cylinder pressure system, OF6 Release detection and isolation system - low voltage
("new") system at the withdrawal stations, UF 6release detection system - Normetex pump,
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4.3.2.2.6 Heating of a Cylinder with Excessive UF6 (Pressure Increase)

a. Scenario Description

During autoclave heating modes that involve UF6 liquefaction, controls are provided to limit the
normal operating temperatures and pressures to allowable values for preventing primary system failures
that would result in a loss of physical integrity. One method of increasing the primary system pressure
beyond acceptable limits is to heat a cylinder with excessive UF6. This event could only occur as a result
of multiple operator errors; therefore, this event is categorized as an EBE.

This event was evaluated, and it was determined that the consequences could result in significant
off-site and on-site impact if no mitigation were provided.

The primary concern associated with this event is the primary system pressure increase
associated with lack of expansion volume in the cylinder during normal heating. The applicable EGs
(see Table 4.2-2) associated with this event are all of the EGs for the EBE frequency range. Only a
significant failure of the primary system could cause the applicable EGs to be exceeded for this event.
Significant failures of the primary system during autoclave operations are addressed separately in
Sections 4.3.2.2.10, 13, 14, and 15. The required controls for mitigation of any primary system failures
would be similar for the same failure location (i.e., inside or outside the autoclave). Therefore, only the
measures in place to prevent this event from occurring and prevent a primary system failure once the
event occurs are addressed in this scenario. The only safety action required to meet these EGs is primary
system pressure control. This action will prevent primary system failure as well as protect on-site
personnel.

ANSI N14.1 places weight limits on the amount of UF 6 that can be in U1F 6 cylinders when they
are shipped. This standard is used at the GDPs and at the commercial vendors supplying U1F 6 to the
GDPs. When these weight limits are met, the normal heating cycles of the autoclaves may be used to
liquefy the UF6 as needed for operation. In addition, the following administrative control is in place for
all autoclave operations:

U1F 6 cylinders to be heated in an autoclave have their weight verified prior to heating. (Cylinders
that exceed the allowable shipping weight values are heated under controls specified in the TSRs
that ensure adequate ullage.)

In addition to this administrative control, the high cylinder pressure system is available during
the autoclave heating (C-360)/heating/feeding/heeling (C-333-A and C-337-A) mode of operation to
detect high cylinder pressures and isolate the steam supply to stop the event prior to primary system
failure. Excessive UJF 6 pressure for any postulated cause would be detected during initial cylinder heatup
to liquefaction. Therefore, the high cylinder pressure system is not required to be operable when a
cylinder is connected to the transfer manifold at C-360. This action will minimize the potential for on-
site personnel to be exposed to releases of material. In addition to this active system, the passive features
of the UF6 cylinders, pigtails, UP6 primary system piping outside the autoclave, and the autoclave shell
and associated isolation valves would also be required.
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b. Source-Term Analysis

Further analysis is not required because this event is bounded by the cylinder failure inside
autoclave event, Section 4.3.2.2.14.

c. Consequence Analysis

Further analysis is not required because this event is bounded by the cylinder failure inside
autoclave event, Section 4.3.2.2.14.

d. Comparison With Guidelines

Further analysis is not required because this event is bounded by the cylinder failure inside
autoclave event, Section 4.3.2.2.14.

e. Summary of SSCs and TSR Controls

Based on the results of this analysis, the essential controls for this event are summarized as
follows:

Administrative controls to verify cylinder weight is within allowable values-maintain initial
condition (normal operation, EG 5 only);
UF6 cylinders, pigtails, and primary system inside and outside the autoclave-maintain primary
system integrity (EGs I and 2);

* Autoclave primary containment system--maintain primary system integrity (EGs 1 and 2); and
* High cylinder pressure system-minimize potential for primary system integrity failure (EGs 1

and 2).

Based on the above essential controls, the resulting important to safety SSCs and TSRs are as
follows:

The high cylinder pressure system, UF6 cylinders, pigtails, primary system piping outside the
autoclave, and the autoclave primary containment system are identified as important to safety
SSCs. See Section 3.15 for details including safety classification.
TSRs are provided for the high cylinder pressure system, UF 6 cylinders, and administrative
requirements for procedures and training of workers for evacuation actions.

4.3.2.2.7 Heating of a Cylinder with Excessive Noncondensables (Pressure Increase)

a. Scenario Description

During autoclave heating modes, controls are provided to limit the normal operating
temperatures and pressures to allowable values for preventing primary system failures that would result
in a loss of physical integrity. One method of increasing the primary system pressure beyond acceptable
limits is to
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High cylinder pressure system-minimize potential for primary system integrity failure (EGs 1
and 2).

Based on the above essential controls, the resulting important to safety SSCs and TSRs are as
follows:

The high cylinder pressure system, UF6 cylinders, pigtails, primary system piping outside the
autoclave, and the autoclave primary containment system are identified as important to safety
SSCs. See Section 3.15 for details including safety classification.
TSRs are provided for the high cylinder pressure system, UF6 cylinders, and administrative
requirements for procedures and training of workers for evacuation actions.

4.3.2.2.8 Heavy Equipment Drop (Primary System Integrity)

The heavy equipment drop event is limited to the cell floor of the process building in the area of
the withdrawal system equipment. Drops of heavy equipment in the cylinder handling and autoclave
areas are discussed in other accident analysis scenarios. These scenarios include: (1) pigtail/line failure
outside autoclave (see Section 4.3.2.2.10), (2) the process line failure at the withdrawal station (see
Section 4.3.2.2.11), and (3) the cylinder failure outside the autoclave (see Section 4.3.2.2.15). The
frequencies of occurrence for the heavy equipment drop accident scenario in the withdrawal facilities are
bounded by the discussion of the heavy equipment drop accident scenario for the cascade facilities (see
Section 4.3.2.1.8). Required controls for prevention or mitigation are the same as those described for the
process line failure at compressor discharge in the withdrawal facilities (see Section 4.3.2.2.12).
Therefore, no additional analysis of this event is provided.

4.3.2.2.9 Heating a Damaged Cylinder (Primary System Integrity)

a. Scenario Description

During autoclave heating modes, controls are provided to ensure cylinders are free from obvious
damage/leakage that could result in a loss of primary system integrity. This event could only occur as a
result of multiple operator errors; therefore, this event is categorized as an EBE.

This event was evaluated, and it was determined for operating modes that involve UF6
liquefaction that the consequences could result in significant off-site and on-site impact if no mitigation
were provided.

This event is similar to the event described in Section 4.3.2.2.6. The main difference is that this
event involves heating a damaged cylinder during normal autoclave heating modes. Other differences are
that once the cylinder passes inspection, no additional controls would be required (i.e., normal operation
is occurring). Therefore, the only item addressed in this scenario is the difference in the controls to
prevent heating a damaged cylinder during normal autoclave heating modes that involve UF 6
liquefaction.
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The following administrative control is in place for all autoclave operations:

* Cylinders are inspected for obvious damage that could threaten their ability to withstand a
normal heating cycle prior to heating.

b. Source-Term Analysis

Further analysis is not required because this event is bounded by the cylinder failure inside
autoclave event, Section 4.3.2.2.14.

c. Consequence Analysis

Further analysis is not required because this event is bounded by the cylinder failure inside
autoclave event, Section 4.3.2.2.14.

d. Comparison With Guidelines

Further analysis is not required because this event is bounded by the cylinder failure inside
autoclave event, Section 4.3.2.2.14.

e. Summary of SSCs and TSR Controls

Based on the results of this analysis, the essential controls for this event are summarized as
follows:

Administrative control to inspect for obvious cylinder damage that could threaten their ability to
withstand a normal heating cycle prior to heating-maintain initial condition (normal operation,
EG 5 only);
UF 6 cylinders, pigtails, and primary system inside and outside the autoclave-maintain primary
system integrity (EGs I and 2);

* Autoclave primary containment system-maintain primary system integrity (EGs 1 and 2); and
* High cylinder pressure system-minimize potential for primary system integrity failure (EGs 1

and 2).

Based on the above essential controls, the resulting important to safety SSCs and TSRs are as
follows:

The high cylinder pressure system, UF6 cylinders, pigtails, primary system piping outside the
autoclave, and the autoclave primary containment system are identified as important to safety
SSCs. See Section 3.15 for details including safety classification.
TSRs are provided for the UF6 cylinders, high cylinder pressure system, and for procedures and
training of workers for evacuation actions.
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4.3.2.2.14 Cylinder Failure Inside Autoclave (Primary System Integrity)

a. Scenario Description

During autoclave operations that involve UJF 6 liquefaction, the potential exists for cylinder
failures that can result in a large release within the autoclave. Cylinder failure can be caused by pressure
increases from heating (at normal operating temperatures) a cylinder containing abnormal contents [e.g.,
excessive UF 6 or excessive noncondensables (Sections 4.3.2.2.6 and 7)] or a damaged cylinder (Section
4.3.2.2.9). However, because of the autoclave controls and the administrative controls in place preventing
these events from occurring, this event is an EBE.

This event was evaluated, and it was determined that the consequences could result in significant
off-site/on-site impact if no mitigation were provided. These consequences are based on a liquid UJF 6
release.

The primary concern associated with this event is the loss of primary system integrity and the
release of liquid UF6. The applicable EGs (see Table 4.2-2) associated with this event are all of the EGs
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for the EBE frequency range. The only safety action required to meet these EGs is to establish primary
containment. This action will prevent any significant release of material to the immediate area (i.e.,
protecting on-site personnel and maintaining habitability of the OMRiLab) as well as limiting off-site
public exposure within the EGs.

The initial conditions assumed in the analysis for this event are as follows:

Initial temperature in the cylinder is conservatively 240TF (1 16'C), which is controlled by the
autoclave steam pressure control system.
The amount of water available for reaction with UF6 is limited to the amount of water that is
normally present inside the autoclave during heating conditions. This source of water includes
(1) the steam supply for heating the autoclave, and (2) condensate collecting inside the autoclave.
The autoclave water inventory control system provides additional assurance that condensate

does not accumulate inside the autoclave.
Administrative controls in place to prevent cylinder failure are as follows:
1. A cold pressure check, indicating less than or equal to 10 psia (69 kPa), is performed for

cylinders containing solidified UJF 6 prior to initial heating [Cylinders that exceed this
pressure, and cannot be cold-burped down to less than or equal to 10 psia (69 kPa), shall
not be heated. This cold pressure check is not applicable for cylinders that contain liquid
UF 6 that has been processed through the transfer or sampling operations and will be
immediately reheated in an autoclave.]

2. In the toll transfer and sampling facility, a cold pressure check, indicating less than or
equal to 5 psia (34.5 kPa), is performed for daughter (receiving) cylinders that are
intended to be immediately reheated in an autoclave. [Cylinders that exceed this
pressure, and cannot be cold burped down to less than or equal to 5 psia (34.5 kPa), shall
not be filled.]

3. Initial heat up of cylinders (2.5-, 10-, and 14-ton) is performed only with the cylinder
valve in the 12 o'clock position.

4. Cylinders are inspected for obvious damage that could threaten their ability to withstand
a normal heating cycle prior to heating.

5. UF6 cylinders to be heated in an autoclave have their weight verified prior to heating.
(Cylinders that exceed the shipping weight values are heated under controls specified in
the TSRs that ensure adequate ullage.)

In addition to the administrative controls listed above, the high cylinder pressure system is
available during the autoclave heating mode in C-360 (except when a cylinder is connected to the transfer
manifold) and heating/feeding/heeling mode in C-333-A and C-337-A to detect high cylinder pressures
and isolate the steam supply to stop the event prior to primary system failure.

However, even with these controls in place, a significant release of UF6 could occur if the
administrative controls/design controls fail to prevent a loss of the primary system integrity. This
scenario is considered a limiting event for the primary system integrity failure and the EBE frequency
category.
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Workers outside the process buildings - The essential controls for protecting the on-site
personnel outside the facilities are (1) establish primary containment, (2) detection of the release, and (3)
training of on-site personnel to evacuate areas upon detection of a release by sight or by odor. The first
essential action is to establish primary containment by initiation of the autoclave high pressure isolation
system. This minimizes release of material for all receptors. The second action is to detect the release of
UF 6.
If workers outside of the process buildings have received no other instructions for action to be taken (i.e.,
shelter in place or take cover), then the essential control for these receptors is to evacuate their areas if a
release is detected by sight or by odor.

Off-site public - The consequences of this event will be bounded by the releases described in
Section 4.3.2.2.10, pigtail/line failure outside autoclave, for the cases where isolation is accomplished.
Therefore, off-site consequences will not exceed the EGs.

e. Summary of SSCs and TSR Controls

Based on the results of this analysis, the essential controls for this event are summarized as
follows:

Administrative controls in place to prevent cylinder failure are as follows:
1. A cold pressure check, indicating less than or equal to 10 psia (69 kPa), is performed for

cylinders containing solidified UF6 prior to initial heating. [Cylinders that exceed this
pressure, and cannot be cold-burped down to less than or equal to 10 psia (69 kPa), shall
not be heated. This cold pressure check is not applicable for cylinders that contain liquid
UF 6 that has been processed through the transfer or sampling operations and will be
immediately reheated in an autoclave.]

2. In the toll transfer and sampling facility, a cold pressure check, indicating less than or
equal to 5 psia (34.5 kPa), is performed for daughter (receiving) cylinders that are
intended to be immediately reheated in an autoclave. [Cylinders that exceed this
pressure, and cannot be cold burped down to less than or equal to 5 psia (34.5 kPa), shall
not be filled.]

3. Initial heat up of cylinders (2.5-, 10-, and 14-ton) is performed only with the cylinder
valve in the 12 o'clock position.

4. Cylinders are inspected for obvious damage that could threaten their ability to withstand
a normal heating cycle prior to heating.

5. UF6 cylinders to be heated in an autoclave have their weight verified prior to heating.
(Cylinders that exceed the shipping weight values are heated under controls specified in
the TSRs that ensures adequate ullage.)

0 Autoclave steam pressure control system-maintain initial condition (normal operation, EG 5
only);

* Autoclave water inventory control system-maintain initial condition (normal operation, EG 5
only);

* Autoclave high pressure isolation system-detection of high autoclave pressure and isolation of
autoclave (EGs 1 and 2);

* Autoclave primary containment system--maintain primary system integrity (EGs 1, 2, and 3);
and

* High Cylinder Pressure System-minimize the potential for primary system integrity failure
(EGs I and 2)
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inspection and enrichment determination is performed. Once the acceptance criteria are met, the
equipment is released from the receiving area and transported to the appropriate plant destination. The
equipment is tagged for proper identification and stored in K-25/Portsmouth equipment storage areas to
ensure that this equipment is readily distinguishable from PGDP equipment. Existing off-site legacy
equipment is stored in a similar manner within these storage areas. Mass and interaction are the primary
controls used to ensure criticality safety of the operation. Enrichment is variable and can reach high
assays (up to 100 wt % 235U).

In order for a criticality to be possible, multiple contingency events would need to occur
simultaneously. The double contingency principle is met and there are no AEFs identified for equipment
received from off-site.

1.19 C-310 Gas Phase Technetium Trap System

The purpose of the gas phase 99Tc trap system is to reduce the 99Tc impurity concentrations in the
purge cascade. Gaseous UF 6 may be diverted through traps from cell 5, cell 7, or cell 9 in the purge
cascade. A small portion of the purge cascade cell flow is diverted to the traps and then returned.

Administrative controls and passive barriers have been incorporated to prevent a criticality from
occurring in this system. Geometry and interaction controls are the primary controls utilized to maintain
criticality safety of this system.

In order for a criticality to be possible, multiple contingency events would need to occur
simultaneously. The double contingency principle is met, and there are no AEFs identified for the gas
phase 99Tc trap system.

2.0 UF 6 Handling Facilities

The equipment evaluated for criticality safety in these facilities includes the autoclaves, product
cylinders, scale and elevator pits, oil interceptors, Normetex pumps, and various tanks.

2.1 Autoclaves (C-360 or Feed Autoclaves)

Analysis supports material with an assay up to 5.5 wt % 2 3 5
U being heated within the steam-

heated autoclaves in C-360, C-333-A, or C-337-A as necessary for sampling/transfer or for feed to the
cascade at an assay matching point. In order to feed material to the diffusion cascade under normal
conditions, the Category A or B cylinder must be heated to transform the solid UF6 to a liquid and then to
gaseous state. For Category C cylinders, the cylinder is heated such that the pressure remains below 22
psia to prevent cylinder over-pressurization. Some Category C cylinders are not heated at all and are
vaporized at ambient temperature. The UF6 gas flows from the cylinder through connecting piping called
a pigtail to UF 6 feed headers which deliver the gaseous feed material to appropriate assay points in the
diffusion cascade. Should the pigtail fail or the cylinder rupture there is the possibility of a criticality
from the mixing of UF6 and the water inventory in an autoclave system. The cylinder is placed in the
autoclave and connected to a manifold with a pigtail. After certain operational steps and conditions are
met, steam can be introduced into the autoclave. After the heating/feed cycle is completed, the pigtail is
disconnected and the cylinder is removed.
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Administrative controls and passive barriers have been incorporated to prevent a criticality from
occurring in the autoclaves. Two major barriers are in place to meet double contingency and to prevent a
nuclear criticality in an autoclave: (1) ensuring the integrity of the UF 6 system (a passive barrier),
thereby precluding the intermixing of the UF6 being heated and the steam/water providing the heat
source, and (2) in the unlikely event that the UF 6 and water do mix, ensuring operability of the water
inventory control system to minimize the amount of water available for reaction with the UF6 and for
neutron moderation. Various administrative controls and checks are used to verify the suitability of
cylinders to be heated and confirm the integrity of UF6 connections. Additionally, the autoclave steam
pressure or UF6 cylinder pressure is controlled to reduce the likelihood of a cylinder rupture. For normal
heat cycles, the Autoclave Steam Pressure Control System is employed as an AEF to maintain a
maximum steam pressure thereby limiting the amount of heat supplied to the cylinder and, hence, the
internal pressure of the cylinder. Unlike during normal heating, controlled feeding does not require the
ASPCS to be operational. For controlled feed heat cycles, the high cylinder pressure system is employed
as an AEF to monitor the UF 6 cylinder pressure to maintain a maximum UF 6 pressure below the triple
point.

Water inventory is of nuclear criticality safety concern once heat is applied to the cylinder. At
the initiation of the heating cycle, the water inventory will be high due to the large amounts of
condensate on the cooler surfaces. At the UF 6 triple point, the water inventory will be at its highest.
However, the point in the heat cycle when the UF 6 is completely liquid and in steady state conditions
represents a point when a majority of the activities such as normal feeding, sampling, and transferring
take place in the autoclaves. Water inventory at this time, however, may be at its lowest. With the
cylinder at steady state temperature, and steam demand limited to that required to replace the energy
carried from the cylinder by the feed or sample flow, both steam and condensate available for reaction
with (potential) UF6 out-leakage are minimized.
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To assure the maximum allowable water inventory of the autoclave is not exceeded, dual
condensate level probes are mounted at the same elevation in the condensate drain, slightly below the
autoclave floor. Any abnormal accumulation of condensate in the drain line reaching the level of these
probes automatically isolates the autoclave steam supply and prevents the addition of more water. These
probes are therefore vital for insuring an acceptable water inventory to avoid an overpressure condition
resulting in a release from the autoclave and to prevent a criticality when the autoclave is handling
isotopically enriched UF6 of up to 5.5 wt% 235U. The Water Inventory Control System, an AEF, ensures
that at the time the UF6 is liquified there is not enough water in the autoclaves to support a criticality.

In the event of a release, reaction products of UF6 and water are detected by a conductivity cell
(not relied upon for criticality safety) and/or pressure instrumentation (an AEF), either of which effect
containment by closure of isolation valves at the penetrations (with the exception of the autoclave relief
line). During a release of UF 6 in an operating autoclave the pressure rises rapidly. Consequently, the
autoclave isolation system is initiated by the pressure sensor. for those releases having a large and rapidly
rising pressure. The Autoclave High Pressure Isolation System constitutes an AEF.

Perhaps the most inopportune time for a U1F6 release to occur during any autoclave operation is
during that portion of the sample or transfer operations when the autoclave must be open to operate the
cylinder valve. Cylinder rolling is necessary to position the cylinder valve below the level of liquid UF 6.
This is accomplished with the autoclave open. Administrative controls require the pigtail to be
disconnected during rolling or tilting operations to prevent damage. The cylinder roll interlock system is
an AEF which prevents the rolling of a cylinder while the pigtail is pressurized.

In order for a criticality to be possible, multiple contingency events would need to occur
simultaneously. Two major barriers are in place to meet double contingency and to prevent a nuclear
criticality in an autoclave: (1) ensuring the integrity of the UF6 system, thereby precluding the
intermixing of the UF6 being heated and the steam/water providing the heat source, and (2) in the
unlikely event that the UF6 and water do mix, ensuring operability of the water inventory control system
to minimize the amount of water available for reaction with the UF 6 and for neutron moderation.
Operational and configuration controls of the autoclave system are the primary means to ensure
prevention of the described scenario.

The UF6 Release Detection System in C-337A isolates all autoclaves when any combination of
four or more UF 6 detector heads actuate. This AEF provides a reliable means of detecting and isolating
large UF 6 releases while minimizing undue thermal transients on the autoclave process equipment. This
is used to control the mass of uranium released in the event of equipment failure. This system provides
isolation of the autoclaves by activating the Autoclave Manual Isolation System. The components of this
system include the UF6 detector heads, alarm circuitry and detector circuit electrical power. Isolation
components such as the UF6 valves themselves are considered to be within the boundary of the Autoclave
Manual Isolation System.

The AEFs identified for autoclave consist of the Autoclave Water Inventory Control System, the
Autoclave High Pressure Isolation System, Cylinder Roll Interlock System, the Autoclave Steam
Pressure Control System, the High Cylinder Pressure System, and the C-337A UP 6 Release Detection
System. See Section 3.15 for details including safety classification.

2.2 Section Deleted
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SECTION 1.0 USE AND APPLICATION

1.2.12 Operating Cycle (Autoclave) - The time between the initial entrance into a heating
mode and the completion of the intended task (sample or transfer in C-360 or feeding
and heeling in C-333-A and C-337-A) inclusive of mode changes allowed by the LCOs
and their action statements which might occur during the course of the evolution.

1.2.13 Operable - An SSC shall be operable or have operability when it is capable of
performing its specified function(s), and when all necessary attendant instrumentation,
controls, electrical power, cooling or seal water, lubrication, or other auxiliary
equipment that are required for the SSC to perform its specified function(s) are also
capable of performing their related support function(s).

1.2.14 Planned Expeditious Handling (PEH) - The process of handling equipment that
contains more than a safe mass of uranium (relative to 235U assay) as determined by
TSR 2.5, Appendix B.

1.2.15 Safety Limit (SL) - Those bounds within which the process variables must be
maintained for adequate control of the operation and that must not be exceeded in order
to protect the integrity of the physical system that is designed to guard against the
uncontrolled release of radioactivity.

1.2.16 Surveillance Requirements (SRs) - Requirements relating to test, calibration, or
inspection to ensure that the necessary quality of systems and components is
maintained, that plant operation will be within the safety limits, and that the limiting
conditions for operation will be met.

1.2.17 UF6 Cylinder (or cylinder) - Unless otherwise specified, UF6 cylinder (or cylinder) is
intended to be limited to large (2½2-ton and larger) UF 6 cylinders.

1.2.18 Uncomplicated Handling - The process of handling equipment that contains a deposit
of less than or equal to an always safe mass.
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SECTION 2.2 SPECIFIC TSRs FOR UF6 FEED FACILITIES (C-333-A AND
C-337-A)

2.2.1 OPERATIONAL MODES:

,Mode
NuMbe Mode Name DefinitionNumber

Cylinder This mode includes UF6 cylinder movements, cylinder insertion to, and
Handling removal from autoclave.

This mode is applicable when the autoclave is open and-one or more of
Autoclave the following operations may be occurring: cylinder pigtail connection
Open or disconnection, inspections, or testing, cylinder valve operation or

2 autoclave repair.

Autoclave Autoclave open with a cylinder in the autoclave. No operation in
Out of Service progress.

3 Containment The autoclave is closed and at least one isolation valve on each
autoclave penetration line is closed.

This mode is applicable when the autoclave is closed, and the steam
Autoclave supply and the vent line are isolated. Both valves XV-524 and PV-520
Closed are closed. Valve XV-565 or XV-516 is closed. Various valve

operations may occur for alarm investigation, repair, etc.

A UF6 cylinder is being heated inside a closed autoclave in preparation
Heating for removal of the UF6. Various valve operations may occur for alarm

investigation, jetting, cylinder burping, etc.

5 Transfer of gaseous UF6 to the enrichment cascade from a cylinder
Feeding containing liquid UF6. Various valve operations may occur for alarm

investigation, cylinder burping, etc.

Removal of residual quantities of OF6 gas from a near-empty feed
Heeling cylinder.

Equipment (autoclaves, etc.) is not in use. No UF6 is present (i.e., for
6 Not In Use autoclaves, no cylinder is present, for piping, pressure is less than

atmospheric).

Sublimation of UF6 from a cylinder under special heating limitations
Controlled (maximum cylinder skin temperature • 142.9°F and maximum cylinder
Feeding UF 6 vapor pressure <22 psia). Various valve operations may occur for

alarm investigation, jetting, cylinder burping, etc.

Sublimation of UF6 from a cylinder without adding heat to the cylinder.
8 Cold Feeding The autoclave shell may be open or shut. Value XV-565 or XV-516 is

closed if the autoclave is shut. Various valve operations may occur for

alarm investigation, repair, etc.
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SECTION 2.2 SPECIFIC TSRs FOR UF6 FEED FACILITIES (C-333-A AND
C-337-A)

2.2.3 LIMITING CONTROL SETTINGS, LIMITING CONDITIONS FOR
OPERATION, SURVEILLANCES

2.2.3.1 AUTOCLAVE HIGH PRESSURE ISOLATION SYSTEM

LCS 2.2.3.1: The autoclave high pressure isolation system actuation pressure shall not exceed
15 psig.

LCO 2.2.3.1: The autoclave containment shall be operable.

APPLICABILITY: Modes: 3, 4, 5, 7

ACTIONS:

Condition Required Action Completion Time

A. One detection/initiation A. 1 Restore operability. Prior to initiating a new
channel and/or one of two operating cycle.
isolation valves on one or NOTE: The current operating
more isolable autoclave cycle may be
penetration inoperable, completed, including

transition between
modes 2, 3, 4, and 5
or modes 2, 3, 4, and
7.

B. Both detection/initiation B. 1 Place the autoclave 1 hour
channels and/or both in mode 2 or 3.
isolation valves on any one
autoclave penetration
inoperable.

C. Steam leakage from C. 1 Place the autoclave 1 hour
autoclave containment, in mode 2 or 3.
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SECTION 2.2 SPECIFIC TSRs FOR UF 6 FEED FACILITIES (C-333-A AND
C-337-A)

2.2.3 LIMITING CONTROL SETTINGS, LIMITING CONDITIONS FOR
OPERATION, SURVEILLANCES

2.2.3.1 AUTOCLAVE HIGH PRESSURE ISOLATION SYSTEM (continued)

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS:

Surveillance Frequency

SR 2.2.3.1-1 Visually inspect the autoclave head to shell locking ring for Upon initial entry to modes 5 or 7
steam leakage. for each operating cycle.

SR 2.2.3.1-2 Functional test of each detection/initiation channel. System Quarterly
must actuate at or below 15 psig. Containment valves must
close within 15 seconds of pressure switch actuation.

SR 2.2.3.1-3 Autoclave pressure decay test. Starting with an autoclave Quarterly
pressurized with air to a minimum of 90 psig, the maximum
acceptable pressure drop is 10 psi in 1 hour.

OR
Autoclave leakrate test. The maximum acceptable leakage
shall not exceed 12 scfm at a minimum pressure of 90 psig.

The pressure decay test or the leakrate test shall be
conducted twice, with valve positions selected to test the
following isolation barriers. The following barriers shall be
exposed to the autoclave volume with outboard pressures
that are controlled and/or monitored:

Inner Barrier Outer Barrier
PSE-518-*
XV-516-* PSV-517-*

XV-565-*
XV-524-* PV-525-*

PV-520-*
XV-532-* CV-533-*
XV-528-* FV-529-*
XV-503-* CV-511-*

CV-504-*
CV-510-*
XV-505-*

SR 2.2.3.1-4 Calibration of each detection/initiation channel. Annually

SR 2.2.3.1-5 Visual inspection of autoclave shell and head. Annually

SR 2.2.3.1-6 Functional test of the interlock preventing autoclave opening Quarterly
on high pressure.
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SECTION 2.2 SPECIFIC TSRs FOR UF 6 FEED FACILITIES (C-333-A AND
C-337-A)

2.2.3 LIMITING CONTROL SETTINGS, LIMITING CONDITIONS FOR
OPERATION, SURVEILLANCES

2.2.3.2 AUTOCLAVE PRESSURE RELIEF SYSTEM

LCS 2.2.3.2: The actuation pressure of the autoclave pressure relief system shall not exceed
210 psig.

LCO 2.2.3.2: The autoclave pressure relief system shall be operable.

APPLICABILITY: Modes: 3, 4, 5, 7

ACTIONS:

Condition Action Completion Time

A. Pressure between the rupture A. 1 Restore pressure to Prior to starting a new
disc and the relief valve approximately operating cycle.
greater than 5 psig. atmospheric pressure.

NOTE: The current operating
cycle may be
completed, including
transition between
modes 2, 3, 4, and 5
or modes 2, 3, 4, and
7.

B. Autoclave pressure relief B. 1 Place the autoclave Immediately
system inoperable, in mode 2 or 3.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS:

Surveillance Frequency

SR 2.2.3.2-1 Replace the relief valve with a calibrated valve. Annually

SR 2.2.3.2-2 Visually inspect the rupture disc for damage. Annually

SR 2.2.3.2-3 Calibrate the pressure detection/indication channel Annually
that indicates the pressure between the rupture disc
and relief valve.

SR 2.2.3.2-4 Verify that the block valve downstream from the Annually
relief devices is sealed open.
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SECTION 2.2 SPECIFIC TSRs FOR UF 6 FEED FACILITIES (C-333-A AND
C-337-A)

2.2.4 GENERAL LIMITING CONDITIONS FOR OPERATION

2.2.4.1 UF 6 RELEASE DETECTION SYSTEM - AUTOCLAVE HEATED HOUSINGS,
PIPING TRENCH, JET STATION, WEST WALL DETECTORS (C-337-A
ONLY)

LCO 2.2.4.1: UF 6 release detection system shall be operable.

APPLICABILITY: Modes: 4, 5, 7, 8

ACTIONS:

Condition Required Action Completion Time

A. The UF 6 release detection A. 1 Perform UF6 smoke Initiate within 1 hour and
system is inoperable, watch on area continuously thereafter until

affected by PGLD operability restored.
detection head
inoperability. TSR
1.6.2.2(d) is not
applicable.

B. Action item A not B. 1 Place the area Immediately
satisfactorily accomplished, affected by the

outage in the
following mode as
applicable: mode 2
or 3 for autoclaves
and mode 6 for
piping.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS:

Surveillance Frequency

SR 2.2.4.1-1 Test each UF6 release detection head to Quarterly
verify it will detect "smoke." 1 _1_

BASIS:

The reaction of UF 6 and water (free atmospheric humidity) in the case of a UF6 release produces
uranyl fluoride (U0 2F2) as particulates and hydrogen fluoride (HF) as a gas which will hydrate.
The U0 2F2 and HF*x(H 20) are highly visible as "smoke." This system detects the presence of
this "smoke" and alarms in the local autoclave area, the OMR, and the associated ACR to alert
operating personnel to initiate corrective/mitigative action. Proper actuation of the detector heads
is ensured by smoke testing with a known maximum concentration of smoke. The relationship of
the test smoke to UF6 outleakage is also known with regard to particle size and mass
concentration. [SAR Sections 3.15.7.3 and 4.3.2.2.4]
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SECTION 2.2 SPECIFIC TSRs FOR UF 6 FEED FACILITIES (C-333-A AND
C-337-A)

2.2.4 GENERAL LIMITING CONDITIONS FOR OPERATION

2.2.4.2 AUTOCLAVE WATER INVENTORY CONTROL SYSTEM

LCO 2.2.4.2: The autoclave water inventory control system shall be operable.

APPLICABILITY: Modes: 5, 7

ACTIONS:

Condition Required Action Completion Time

A. One detection/initiation A. 1 Restore operability. Prior to initiating a new
channel inoperable, or one operating cycle.
steam inlet block valve NOTE: The current
inoperable. operating cycle

may be completed,
including transition
between modes 2,
3, 4, and 5 or
modes 2, 3, 4, and
7.

B. Both detection/initiation B. 1 Place the autoclave 1 hour
channels inoperable, in mode 4 or 2.

C. Both steam inlet block C.1 Place the autoclave 1 hour
valves (XV-524 and PV- in mode 2 or 3.
520) inoperable or the vent
line block valve (XV-565-*)
inoperable.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS:

Surveillance Frequency

SR 2.2.4.2-1 Test the autoclave water inventory Quarterly
control system to verify that each
detection/initiation channel will activate
and close the steam inlet block valves
(XV-524 and PV-520) and the vent line
block valve (XV-565-*) upon detection
of standing water in the condensate drain
line to the level at or below the autoclave
shell.
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SECTION 2.2 SPECIFIC TSRs FOR UF 6 FEED FACILITIES (C-333-A AND
C-337-A)

2.2.4 GENERAL LIMITING CONDITIONS FOR OPERATION

2.2.4.3 CRITICALITY ACCIDENT ALARM SYSTEM

LCO 2.2.4.3a: Criticality accident detection coverage shall be operable.

APPLICABILITY: In areas, equipment, or processes which contain greater than 700 grams of
235U at an enrichment greater than or equal to 1.0 wt % 235U.

ACTIONS:

Condition Required Action Time

A. Areas, equipment, or A. 1 Implement the following for areas, equipment, Immediately
processes not covered or processes applicable to this LCO and that are
by criticality accident not otherwise covered by criticality accident
detection. detection.

A. 1.1 Discontinue movement of cylinders containing
UF 6 enriched to - 1 wt % 21U.
AND

A. 1.2 Cylinder processing with UF 6 enriched to _1
wt % 235U will be discontinued. [In-progress
cylinder operating cycle(s) may be completed,
stopped and/or re-started as necessary, as long
as the in-progress autoclave(s) remain in mode
5, 7, or 8. However, these autoclaves may be
placed in mode 2 at any time.]
AND

A. 1.3 Discontinue movement of uranium enriched to
>1 wt % 235U.

AND
A.2.1 Evacuate area within the area applicable to this Immediately

LCO not covered by criticality accident
detection.
AND

A.2.2 Restrict access to area evacuated in A.2.1.
AND
A.3 Provide personnel allowed into the area that Immediately

would be restricted under Action A.2.1 with an
alternate means of criticality alarm notification,
such as a device that will alarm on sensing a 10
mr/hr dose rate.

B. Areas, equipment, or B. 1.1 Restore criticality accident detection by Prior to
processes not covered installing portable CAAS unit providing reinitiating
by criticality accident required criticality accident detection and same activities
detection. alarms as fixed unit.

OR
B. 1.2 Restore criticality accident detection to

operable status.

TSR 1.6.2.2d is not applicable.
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SECTION 2.2 SPECIFIC TSRs FOR UF6 FEED FACILITIES (C-333-A AND
C-337-A)

2.2.4 GENERAL LIMITING CONDITIONS FOR OPERATION

2.2.4.3 CRITICALITY ACCIDENT ALARM SYSTEM (continued)

LCO 2.2.4.3b: Criticality accident alarm shall be operable (audible).

APPLICABILITY: In areas where the maximum foreseeable absorbed dose in free air
exceeds 12 rad, except areas in permit-required confined spaces. This
LCO is applicable when the new criticality accident alarm system
supplied by air accumulators is operable.

ACTIONS:

Condition Required Action Completion Time

A. Area does not have A.1 Implement the following for areas, equipment, or Immediately
an audible criticality processes where a criticality accident could result
accident alarm. in a maximum foreseeable dose exceeding 12 rad

in the area of inaudibility and LCO 2.2.4.3a or
2.4.4.2a applies.

A. 1.1 Discontinue movement of cylinders containing
UF6 enriched to _1 wt % 235U.
AND

A.1.2 Cylinder processing with UF6 enriched to >1 wt
% 2 5U will be discontinued. [In-progress cylinder
operating cycle(s) may be completed, stopped
and/or re-started as necessary, as long as the in-
progress autoclave(s) remain in mode 5, 7, or 8.
However, these autoclaves may be placed in mode
2 at any time.]
AND

A. 1.3 Perform Required Actions A. 1.1 through A. 1.6 of
TSR 2.4.4.2b.
AND

A. 1.4 Discontinue movement of uranium enriched to
_>1 wt % 235U.

AND
A.2.1 Evacuate area of inaudibility applicable to this Immediately

LCO.
AND

A.2.2 Restrict access to area evacuated in A.2. 1.
AND
A.3 Provide personnel allowed into the area that Immediately

would be restricted under Action A.2.1 with an
alternate means of criticality alarm notification,
such as a device that will alarm on sensing a 10
mr/hr dose rate, or a radio in constant
communication with the Central Control Facility.

B. Area does not have B. 1 Restore criticality accident alarm to operable Prior to reinitiating
an audible criticality status. activities
accident alarm.

, TSR 1.6.2.2d is not applicable.
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SECTION 2.2 SPECIFIC TSRs FOR UF 6 FEED FACILITIES (C-333-A AND
C-337-A)

2.2.4 GENERAL LIMITING CONDITIONS FOR OPERATION

2.2.4.4 CYLINDER HEATING - CYLINDER ACCOUNTABILITY WEIGHT

LCO 2.2.4.4: Except as allowed by TSR 2.2.4.5, cylinder accountability (net) weight shall be
verified less than or equal to the "Max. Fill Limit for Shipment" for cylinders
other than tails cylinders and "Max. Fill Limit for In-Plant Tails Storage" for
tails cylinders stated in TSR Section 2.2, Appendix A prior to heating the
cylinder.

APPLICABILITY: Mode: 5

ACTIONS:

Condition Required Action CompletionTime

A. Accountability
weight exceeds
the Maximum
Fill Limit for
Shipment for
cylinders other
than tails
cylinders, or the
Maximum Fill
Limit for In Plant
Tails Storage for
tails cylinders.

A. 1 Calculate the cylinder void volume (ullage) at a temperature
of 230'F and/or 235'F. Use the stamped water weight as the
basis of the actual volume of cylinders with certified
volumes, or use the minimum design volume (based on all
minimum design tolerances) for cylinders without certified
volumes in the calculation. Determine the category of the
cylinder based on the following criteria:

Cat. A Void volume >5% at 235°F
or
Void volume ;.3% at 235'F for cylinders filled with high
purity tails

Cat. B Void volume Ž_.5% at 230°F
or
Void volume !-3% at 230'F for cylinders filled with high
purity tails

Cat. C Void volume <5% at 230'F
or
Void volume <3% at 230°F for cylinders filled with high
purity tails

Prior to entering
mode 5

AND
A.2.1 Set the Autoclave Steam Pressure Control System setpoint

consistent with the cylinder category per TSR 2.2.3.3 for a
Category A or B cylinder.

OR
A.2.2 Administratively control the Category C cylinder to prevent

heating in mode 5.

NOTE: Category C cylinders may be processed using Mode
7 or Mode 8.

TSR 1.6.2.2(d) is not applicable.
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SECTION 2.2 SPECIFIC TSRs FOR UF 6 FEED FACILITIES (C-333-A AND
C-337-A)

2.2.4 GENERAL LIMITING CONDITIONS FOR OPERATION

22=A CYLINDER HEATING- CYLINDER ACCOUNTABIIJTY WEIGHT (continued)

BASIS (continued):

The minimum autoclave temperature/pressure setpoint established in A.2.1 assures that the
nominal autoclave temperature will not fall below 220'F and nominal pressure will remain above
2.5 psig. These values are the actual equipment operating conditions; instrument uncertainty,
drift etc. are not to be applied to these values. [SAR Section 4.3.2.2.6]
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SECTION 2.2 SPECIFIC TSRs FOR UF 6 FEED FACILITIES (C-333-A AND
C-337-A)

2.2.4 GENERAL LIMITING CONDITIONS FOR OPERATION

2.2.4.5 CYLINDER HEATING - HEATING LIMITATIONS FOR CERTAIN
CYLINDERS WITHOUT CERTIFIED VOLUMES

LCO 2.2.4.5: Heating of the cylinders listed in the table below shall be governed by the limiting
conditions specified in the table.

Cylinder Cylinder Serial/Identification Limiting Conditions

Type Numbers

48T 5001-9230 Do not heat.

480 10000 - 16601 Do not heat.

48 OM 16602 - 18801 Verify that the calculated volume of
the cylinder, based on measured
dimensions, is greater than 135 ft3 and
fill weight of UF6 is less than 26,000
pounds.

48 OM 100001 - 111820 Verify that the calculated volume of
the cylinder, based on measured
dimensions, is greater than 135 ft3 and
fill weight of UF 6 is less than 26,000

_pounds.

APPLICABILITY: Mode: 5

ACTIONS:

Condition Required Action Completion Time

A. 48T or 480 cylinder listed in A. 1 Administratively Immediately
table above selected for control the category C
heating or 48GM cylinder cylinder to prevent
listed in table above selected heating in Mode 5.
for heating does not meet the NOTE: Category C cylinders
volume or weight may be processed
requirements specified. using Mode 7 or 8.
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SECTION 2.2 SPECIFIC TSRs FOR UF 6 FEED FACILITIES (C-333-A AND
C-337-A)

2.2.4 GENERAL LIMITING CONDITIONS FOR OPERATION

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS: None.

BASIS:

Certain serial number ranges of type T and 0 cylinders lack a certified volume and certain 480M
cylinders may not meet the volume or weight requirements specified. The mechanism by which
these cylinders will be emptied is by controlled/cold feeding, whereby the material is sublimed
out of the cylinder at temperatures below the UF6 triple point.

Certain serial number ranges for 480M cylinders also lack certified volumes but can be safely
liquidfied provided there is sufficient margin to hydraulic rupture provided by the ullage in the
cylinder. Calculations have shown that 480M cylinders containing less than 26,000 lbs and
which have a volume greater than 135 ft3 (the value listed in ANSI 14.1 as the minimum volume
for this cylinder class) will contain in excess of 7% ullage when heated to 235'F. Because these
cylinders lack a certified volume, established by the manufacturer at the time of construction, the
dimensions of each cylinder to be heated must be measured and these dimensions used in a
calculation to show the actual volume of the cylinder exceeds 135 ft3. The 7% ullage assured by
the limits of this TSR provides a greater margin to hydraulic rupture than the 5% and 3% ullage
required by TSR 2.2.4.4 in order to account for the fact that measured volumes are being used
rather than a certified volume.
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SECTION 2.2 SPECIFIC TSRs FOR UF 6 FEED FACILITIES (C-333-A AND
C-337-A)

2.2.4 GENERAL LIMITING CONDITIONS FOR OPERATION

2.2.4.6 CYLINDER HEATING - CYLINDER PRE-HEAT INSPECTION

LCO 2.2.4.6: UF6 cylinders shall pass cylinder pre-heat inspection.

APPLICABILITY: Modes: 5, 7

ACTIONS:

Condition Required Action Completion Time

A. Cylinder fails pre-heat visual A. 1 Repair/refurbish and Prior to entering mode 5 or 7
inspection, test (if necessary) the with the subject cylinder.

cylinder in accordance
with SAR Section 3.7.1
and SAR Figure 3.7-1.

OR

A.2. Designate subject Prior to entering mode 7 or 8
cylinder as Category C with the subject cylinder.
cylinder.

BASIS:

Depending upon the degree of damage (detected during the pre-use inspection), a cylinder may or may not be
capable of withstanding its hydropressure. A UF6 cylinder is removed from service for repair or replacement when it
has leaks, excessive corrosion, cracks, bulges, dents, gouges, defective valves, damaged stiffening rings or skirts, or
other conditions that, in the judgement of the inspector, renders it unsafe or unserviceable. Some types of cylinder
damage and/or deformities are acceptable as-is or after repair.

If a cylinder does not pass inspection, an evaluation by qualified personnel (in accordance with SAR 3.7.1) is
required before the cylinder is placed back into service. This evaluation will determine if the cylinder can be
emptied by heating in the mode 5 as a Category A or B cylinder, emptied by heating in the controlled feed mode 7 as
a Category C cylinder, or emptied in the cold feed mode 8 and not heated at all. The evaluation may also require
some repair/refurbishment and testing prior to returning the cylinder to service. Cylinders that meet the requirements
for Category A or B cylinders may be fed in the controlled feed mode 7 or cold feed mode 8.

Category C cylinders, which are not acceptable for heating to a liquid state in Mode 5, can be emptied by controlled
feeding or cold feeding; whereby the material is sublimed out of the cylinder at temperatures below the UF6 triple
point for controlled feeding and at ambient temperature for cold feeding. Category C cylinders must also
satisfactorily pass TSR 2.2.4.7 surveillance requirement SR 2.2.4.7-1 (cylinder cold pressure check) before they can
be heated in the controlled feeding mode. Passing the cylinder cold pressure check provides confidence that the
cylinder integrity is adequate for limited heating that occurs during controlled feeding. A Category C cylinder that
does not meet the cold pressure check can be fed using the cold feeding mode. [SAR 4.3.2.2.9, 4.3.2.2.14]
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SECTION 2.2 SPECIFIC TSRs FOR UF 6 FEED FACILITIES (C-333-A AND
C-337-A)

2.2.4 GENERAL LIMITING CONDITIONS FOR OPERATION

2.2.4.7 CYLINDER HEATING - CYLINDER COLD PRESSURE

LCO 2.2.4.7: The cylinder cold pressure shall be less than or equal to 10 psia.

APPLICABILITY: Modes: 5, 7

ACTIONS:

Condition Required Action Completion Time

A. Cylinder cold pressure is A. 1 "Cold burp" (or Prior to entering mode 5 or 7
greater than 10 psia. evacuate) cylinder to with the subject cylinder.

establish cold pressure
less than or equal to 10
psia.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS:

Surveillance Frequency

SR 2.2.4.7-1 Determine cylinder cold pressure. Prior to entering mode 5 or 7
with the subject cylinder.

SR 2.2.4.7-2 Calibrate the pressure detection/indication channel Annually
used to determine cylinder pressure.

BASIS:

The cylinder cold pressure check gives a mechanism to detect the presence of excessive amounts
of gaseous impurities in the cylinder. Cylinders with cold pressures of 10 psia, when heated to
235'F, could have a pressure as high as 130 psig (well below the cylinders' hydrostatic test
pressure). The pressure is due to increased WF6 vapor pressure and the shrinking available
volume for and the temperature increase of the gaseous impurities. The actual cylinder pressure
would be lower, however, since some of the typical impurities are soluble in liquid UF6.

Category C cylinders, which are not acceptable for heating to a liquid state in Mode 5, can be
emptied by controlled feeding or cold feeding; whereby the material is sublimed out of the
cylinder at temperatures below the UF6 triple point for controlled feeding and at ambient
temperature for cold feeding. Category C cylinders must also satisfactorily pass TSR 2.2.4.7
surveillance requirement SR 2.2.4.7-1 (cylinder cold pressure check) before they can be heated in
the controlled feeding mode. Passing the cylinder cold pressure check provides confidence that
the cylinder integrity is adequate for limited heating that occurs during controlled feeding. A
Category C cylinder that does not meet the cold pressure check can be fed using the cold feeding
mode. Cylinders that are to be fed with the cold feeding mode do not have to have a cold
pressure check. [SAR 4.3.2.2.7, 4.3.2.2.9, 4.3.2.2.14]
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C-337-A)

2.2.4 GENERAL LIMITING CONDITIONS FOR OPERATION

2.2.4.10 CYLINDER HEATING - VALVE CLARITY

LCO 2.2.4.10: Cylinder valve clarity shall be demonstrated
cylinder.

prior to initial heating of a

APPLICABILITY: Modes: 4, 5, 7

ACTIONS:

Condition Required Action Completion Time

A. Cylinder valve clarity cannot A. 1 Do not heat cylinder. Immediately
be demonstrated prior to
initial heating.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS: None.

BASIS:

The demonstration of cylinder valve clarity assures an open pathway between the cylinder void
volume and the feed manifold. The open pathway assures that cylinder heating will not cause an
unrelieved pressure buildup. In conjunction with other operating controls on cylinder inventory
and heating, this requirement significantly reduces the possibility of cylinder rupture. The
methodology and criteria for demonstrating valve clarity are maintained in procedures.
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2.2.4 GENERAL LIMITING CONDITIONS FOR OPERATION

2.2.4.11 CYLINDER HEATING - VALVE CLARITY/HEATING CYCLE
INTERRUPTIONS

LCO 2.2.4.11: During the operating (feeding and heeling) cycle, cylinder valve clarity shall
be demonstrated immediately prior to heating a cylinder following heating
interruptions.

APPLICABILITY: Modes: 4, 5, 7

ACTIONS:

Condition Required Action Completion Time

A. Cylinder valve clarity A. 1 Terminate operating cycle. Do Immediately
cannot be demonstrated not heat cylinder until valve
prior to heating following clarity is established.
heating interruption.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS: None

BASIS:

The demonstration of cylinder valve clarity assures an open pathway between the cylinder void
and the autoclave UF6 manifold. The open pathway assures that cylinder heating will not cause
an unrelieved pressure buildup. In conjunction with other operating controls on cylinder
inventory and heating, this requirement reduces the possibility of cylinder rupture. The
methodology and criteria for demonstrating valve clarity are maintained in procedures.

Following an interrupted cylinder heating cycle, it is possible to have liquid UF6 present inside
the cylinder. Therefore, following the demonstration of valve clarity, heating of the cylinder
must resume promptly to ensure that the liquid UF6 does not solidify on the cylinder valve. Re-
solidification of the UF6 could eliminate the pathway between the cylinder void and the autoclave
UF6 manifold.
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2.2.4.13 AUTOCLAVE MANUAL ISOLATION SYSTEM

LCO 2.2.4.13: The autoclave manual isolation system actuation devices shall be operable.

APPLICABILITY: Modes: 4, 5, 7, 8

ACTIONS:

Condition Required Action Completion Time

A. The actuation device located in A. 1 Position an operator such that the 4 hours
the OMR is inoperable. "see-and-flee" path provides access to

the actuation device located at the
cylinder yard crane bay exit.

TSR 1.6.2.2d is not applicable.

B. The actuation device located at B. 1 Provide continuous stationing of an 4 hours
the cylinder yard crane bay exit operator in the OMR.
is inoperable. TSR 1.6.2.2d is not applicable.

C. Both feed facility actuation C. A Restore operability to at least one 4 hours
devices inoperable. actuating device.

TSR 1.6.2.2d is not applicable.

D. Required action C not D. 1 Place the autoclave in mode 2. Immediately
satisfactorily accomplished. OR

D.2 Close containment valves XV-503, Immediately
CV-504, XV-505, CV-511 and CV-
510 on each autoclave.

OR
D.3.1 Establish radio communication with Immediately

the associated Area Control Room in
order to ensure immediate capability
to actuate the Autoclave Manual
Isolation System from the ACR in the
event of a release.
AND

D.3.2 Restore operability of the Autoclave 72 hours
Manual Isolation System.

TSR 1.6.2.2d is not applicable.

E. The actuation device located in E. 1 Ensure both actuation devices in Immediately
the associated ACR is appropriate feed facility are operable
inoperable. or appropriate required action A or B

completed.
AND
E.2 Restore operability to ACR actuation 30 days

device.
TSR 1.6.2.2d is not applicable.
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2.2.4.14 HIGH CYLINDER PRESSURE SYSTEM

LCO 2.2.4.14: The high cylinder pressure system shall be operable.

APPLICABILITY: Modes 5, 7

ACTIONS:

Condition Required Action Completion Time

A. One of two steam A. 1 Restore isolation valve to operable Prior to initiating a
isolation valves status. new operating cycle.
inoperable.

NOTE: The current operating cycle
may be completed.

B. High cylinder pressure B.1 Place autoclave in Mode 2, 3, or 1 hour
system detection-initiation 4.
channel inoperable
(excluding feeding or
heeling).

C. High cylinder pressure C.1 Restore operability. Prior to initiating a
system detection-initiation new operating cycle.
channel inoperable NOTE: The current operating cycle
(feeding or heeling only). may be completed.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS:

Surveillance Frequency

SR 2.2.4.14-1 Perform a functional test to verify the autoclave Quarterly
steam supply block valves will close when
cylinder pressure exceeds the actuation pressure.

SR 2.2.4.14-2 Perform calibration of the high cylinder pressure Annually
system detection-initiation channel. System
must actuate at or below 115 psia cylinder
pressure for mode 5. System must actuate
below 22 psia cylinder pressure for mode 7.
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SECTION 2.2 SPECIFIC TSRs FOR UF6 FEED FACILITIES (C-333-A AND
C-337-A)

2.2.4 GENERAL LIMITING CONDITIONS FOR OPERATION

2.2.4.14 HIGH CYLINDER PRESSURE SYSTEM (continued)

BASIS:

The high cylinder pressure system is required to minimize the potential of primary system
integrity failures during pressure increase events by tripping the steam supply when the MAWP
of the cylinder being heated is reached. The 115 psia actuation pressure for heating Category A
and B cylinders is based on the lowest MAWP of these cylinders and the below 22 psia actuation
pressure for heating Category C cylinders is based on maintaining integrity of a cylinder
containing solid/gaseous UF 6 (pressure below triple point). This system is a single channel
system and is capable of performing its safety function independent of support systems. The
heating of a UF6 cylinder containing an excessive amount of light gases at normal heating
temperatures could result in the internal cylinder pressure exceeding the hydrostatic test pressure
and possibly create a UF6 release in the autoclave.

In addition, in the event an over filled cylinder is heated in the autoclave the high cylinder
pressure caused by the reduced void volume may be sufficient to exceed the actuation value and
thereby stop the cylinder heating and prevent a possible rupture of the cylinder.

Prior to the controlled feeding (Mode 7) of a Category C cylinder, the normal feed/controlled
feed selector switch must be placed in the "Controlled Feed" position to lower actuation pressure
to assure that the UF6 does not liquefy.

The accident analysis assumes no valve closure time for this system. However, the functional
test surveillance requirement associated with TSR 2.2.3.1 verifies valve closure times are within
accident analysis assumptions for other accident scenarios on a quarterly basis. [SAR Sections
3.15.2.6, 4.3.2.2.6, 4.3.2.2.7, 4.3.2.2.9].
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2.2.4.15 AUTOCLAVE TEMPERATURE CONTROL SYSTEM

LCO 2.2.4.15: The autoclave temperature control system shall be operable

APPLICABILITY: Mode 7

ACTIONS:

Condition Required Action Completion Time

A. One detection/initiation channel A. 1 Restore Operability. Prior to initiating a new
inoperable, or one steam inlet block operating cycle.
valve inoperable. NOTE: The current operating cycle

may be completed.

B. Both detection/initiation channels B. 1 Place autoclave in Mode 2, 3, 1 hour
inoperable, or both steam inlet or 4.
block valves inoperable, or the
outboard thermovent line isolation
valve (XV-565-*) is inoperable.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS:

Surveillance Frequency

SR 2.2.4.15-1 Perform a functional test to verify the autoclave steam supply Quarterly
block valves and the outboard thermovent line isolation valve
will close within 15 seconds when the cylinder surface
temperature exceeds the actuation temperature.

SR 2.2.4.15-2 Perform calibration of each autoclave temperature control Annually
system detection-initiation channel. System must actuate at or
below 142.9'F.

BASIS:

The accident analysis assumed that the UF6 cylinder temperature would remain below the UF6 triple
point temperature during the controlled feeding mode to ensure UF 6 within the cylinder does not liquefy.
By limiting the cylinder surface temperature to 142.9°F or less, the contents will remain in a solid state
with UF 6 vapor pressure in the cylinder less than 22 psia. Only cylinders that can successfully pass the
cold pressure check (TSR 2.2.4.7 SR 2.2.4.7-1) can be heated in the controlled feeding mode. Passing
the cold pressure check provides sufficient confidence that the cylinder integrity is adequate to withstand
the low pressures that the cylinder will experience resulting from the limited heating that occurs during
controlled feeding. Closure time testing for the steam supply isolation valves and outboard thermovent
line isolation valve is accomplished under the surveillance requirements of TSR 2.2.3.1. Category C
cylinders that do not pass the cylinder cold pressure check required by TSR 2.2.4.7 SR 2.2.4.7-1 can be
fed using the cold feed mode of operation. [SAR 3.15.2.10, 4.3.2.2.2]
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SECTION 3.0 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS

Table 3.2.2.1 Minimum Staffing Requirementsa

Facility Function Mode/Operation Staffing Requirements Work Area Definition

C-300 All 3 PSS on the plant site with designee in C-300. Cascade
Coordinator on plant site. Power Operator in C-300.

C-360 lb, 3,4, 5 Ib In the facility or immediately surrounding grounds to
include the guard station and the local cylinder yard.

la, 2, 6 2 In the facility or immediately surrounding grounds to
include the guard station and the local cylinder yard.

7 2 At least one person in the Laboratory. One person in the
facility or immediately surrounding grounds to include the
guard station and the local cylinder yard.

C-333-A 1,2,5,7 2 Two persons in the operating facility or immediately
surrounding grounds including the local cylinder yard.

C-337-A 3,4, 8 1 One person in the facility or immediately surrounding
grounds including the local cylinder yard.

C-310 Product withdrawal 2c At least one person in the ACR. One person in the facility
1, 2, 3, 4 or immediately surrounding grounds including the local
Cascade cylinder yard.

1,3

C-315 1, 2, 3,4 2c Two persons in the facility or immediately surrounding
grounds including the local cylinder yard.

C-331 Cascade At least one person in the ACR.
1,2,3 2

C-335 F/S
1,2,3,4,5

C-333 Cascade At least one person in the ACR.
1,2,3 3

C-337 F/S
1,2,3,4,5

Health Physics At all times I Onsite.

Power Operations At all times 4 Onsite.

Utilities Operations At all times 4 Onsite.

Fire Services At all times 4d Onsited.

Security Services At all times 4 Onsite.

a. Staffing may be less than the minimum requirement listed for a period of a time not to exceed four hours in order to accommodate unexpected
absence of on-duty shift members provided immediate action is taken to restore the shift manning requirements to within the minimum
requirements. The C-331, C-333, C-335, and C-337 ACRs shall always be manned. The ACRs for C-310,VC-315, C-333-A, and C-337-A shall
be manned when required by operating mode. Manning not required during emergency conditions requiring building/area evacuation.

b. Manning requirement is zero if all autoclaves are in MODE 6 (Not In Use for C-333-A and C-337-A) or MODE 8 (Not In Use for C-360) and
the Transfer Station is in MODE 8 (Not in Use).

c. When withdrawal process equipment is brought below atmospheric pressure or to a UF6 negative in the NOT IN USE (Mode 4) operating
mode then the staffing requirements for the appropriate withdrawal facility do not apply.

d. In accordance with footnote "a", Fire Services personnel making an unexpected run to deliver an individual to a local hospital are allowed to
be offsite and are considered to be on duty and available.
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United States Enrichment Corporation (USEC)
Certificate Amendment Request

Technical Safety Requirement (TSR) Changes to
Allow Controlled/Cold Feeding at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant (PGDP)

Significance Determination

The United States Enrichment Corporation (USEC) has reviewed the proposed changes associated with this
certificate amendment request and provides the following Significance Determination for consideration.

1. No Significant Change to Any Conditions to the Certificate of Compliance

None of the Conditions to the Certificate of Compliance specifically address the subject SAR or TSR
sections that are being revised. Thus, the proposed change will have no impact on any of the
Conditions to the Certificate of Compliance.

2. No Significant Change to Any Condition of the Approved Compliance Plan

All Compliance Plan Issues have been closed. As a result, the conditions specified in the compliance
plan are no longer in effect. Thus, this proposed revision does not represent a significant change to
any condition of the approved Compliance Plan.

3. No Significant Increase in the Probability of Occurrence or Consequences of Previously Evaluated
Accidents

The accidents of concern for the controlled/cold feeding modes of operations are the scenarios
involving the autoclave steam control valve failing open, releases of solid/gaseous U1 6 to
atmosphere, evacuation of U1F6 handling and storage facilities, and an inadvertent criticality. The
primary requirement for the controlled/cold feeding modes of operation is that the UF6 within the
cylinder will not become liquefied or overpressurized during any of these accident scenarios. The
only accident of concern that could challenge the "no liquefaction" criteria is the existing accident
analysis scenario that could result from the autoclave steam control valve failing open. This
accident does not apply to the cold feeding mode of operation since no heat will be added to the
cylinder.

The accident scenario involving an autoclave steam control valve failing open is an anticipated
event (AE) that can be initiated by the steam control valve failing in such a manner that it goes to
the full open position. This proposed change will install a new adjustable steam regulator upstream
of the existing steam control valve, however, the existing steam control valve and its controls are
not being changed. The new steam pressure regulator being added upstream of the steam control
valve is not credited for any safety function. The steam pressure regulator is manually set and can
not impact operation or cause a failure of the existing steam control valve. This proposed change
will not affect the functional requirements and system functional analysis specified in SAR for the
autoclave steam pressure control system. Since the autoclave steam control valve is not affected by
this proposed change, there will not be a significant increase the probability of the steam valve
failing and initiating this event.
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United States Enrichment Corporation (USEC)
Certificate Amendment Request

Technical Safety Requirement (TSR) Changes to
Allow Controlled/Cold Feeding at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant (PGDP)

Significance Determination

The autoclave steam valve fails open scenario was analyzed for the new controlled feeding mode of
operation. The analysis determined that if the initial temperature of the autoclave is not allowed to
exceed 142.9°F, then the final temperature of the UF 6 and the autoclave would not reach the triple
point and no liquefaction of the UF6 would occur. The scenario assumes that the autoclave and
UF 6 cylinder are at 142.9°F when the steam valve fails open. The steam valve is assumed to fail to
the 100 percent open position allowing maximum steam flow. The steam flow is modeled to
continue until the autoclave pressure reaches the set point of the high pressure isolation system, 15
psig. Once this pressure is reached, the model allows an additional 15 seconds of steam flow into
the autoclave while the system responds and the valve is shut. For conservatism, no throttling of
the steam is assumed. The valve is assumed to be full open for the entire 15 seconds. Following
the isolation of the steam source, all of the energy added by the steam during the event is assumed
to be absorbed by the autoclave and UF 6 cylinder. For conservatism, no heat is allowed to escape
from the autoclave shell during the event. The resulting temperatures are calculated and were
determined to be less than the UJF 6 triple point temperature of 147.3°F, demonstrating that no UF6
liquefaction would occur during this event. With the temperature remaining below the triple point,
the maximum pressure inside the UF 6 cylinder will be below the triple point pressure of 22 psia.
As a prerequisite for controlled feeding, the UF 6 cylinder will be required to pass the cold pressure
check. This ensures that cylinder internal pressure is below 10 psia prior to heating and provides a
high confidence that UJF 6 cylinder integrity will be maintained during the controlled feeding
process. The new adjustable steam pressure regulator could potentially be set to limit inlet
pressure to the autoclave below the 15 psig setpoint of the high pressure isolation system. For this
scenario, the reduced pressure steam admitted to the autoclave would result in a significantly
slower temperature rise within the autoclave with corresponding rise in UIF 6 cylinder temperature.
This would be terminated by the new autoclave temperature control system prior to 142.9°F. The
steam would be isolated within 15 seconds as with the high pressure isolation system actuation.
With less than 15 psig steam remaining in the autoclave after isolation there is insufficient energy
to further heat the cylinder to the triple point (147.3°F). Therefore this sub-scenario is bound by
the analysis of full pressure steam filling the autoclave due to the steam control valve failing full
open. As a result of the above, there will be no significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an event involving the autoclave steam control valve failing open.

The release of solid/gaseous UF6 to atmosphere due to accidents involving a loss of cylinder
integrity is an AE that can occur during routine lifting and moving operations for controlled/cold
feeding, or during cold feeding with the autoclave open. This scenario is not possible during
controlled feeding since the autoclave is closed. Various design and administrative controls are
currently identified to minimize the potential for loss of cylinder integrity in the hazards analysis
results for the UF6 handling and storage facilities. The same design and administrative controls
that are in place for current operations will continue to be implemented and applicable to the
controlled feeding mode. As a result, there will be no significant increase in probability or
consequences of a breach of a cylinder during cold feeding.
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Evacuation of the facility is an AE that is assumed to be initiated by a spurious operation of the
criticality accident alarm system, potential releases of hazardous material from another facility, or a
fire within the facility. The primary concern during an evacuation is to prevent a release of
hazardous material (e.g., UF 6). The primary objective of the scenario is to ensure the autoclave
operation is equipped with sufficient controls to prevent or mitigate a failure of the UF 6 primary
system in an evacuation event. The only safety action required is to maintain primary system
pressure control. As demonstrated above, the new autoclave temperature control system is
designed to maintain the UF6 cylinder at less than 142.9°F during normal controlled feeding
operations and below the UF 6 triple point temperature during postulated scenarios. This ensures
that the cylinder pressure is maintained below the corresponding UF 6 triple point pressure. The
other autoclave systems will continue to operate to support this safety action. This accident does
not apply to the cold feeding mode of operation since no heat will be added to the cylinder. As a
result, there is no significant increase in the probability or consequences of a release from an
autoclave during a feed facility evacuation event.

An inadvertent criticality is an evaluation basis event (EBE). The controlled/cold feed operations
have been analyzed for nuclear criticality safety. A loss of cylinder integrity was identified as the
only controlled/cold feed initiating event that could significantly challenge nuclear criticality
safety. The cylinder contents are controlled below the UF6 triple point, preventing liquefaction,
with the maximum pressure inside the UF 6 cylinder remaining below the triple point pressure of 22
psia. An engineering evaluation is performed to ensure that damaged cylinders targeted for
controlled feeding will maintain an internal cylinder pressure of up to 22 psia. Due to these
features it is unlikely to have a loss of cylinder integrity. The reactivity insertion rate and feedback
mechanisms, which in turn determine the consequences of a criticality, remain the same.
Therefore, there will be no increase in the probability or consequences of a loss of UF6 cylinder
integrity during this accident scenario.

Based on the above, this proposed change will not result in a significant increase in the probability
of occurrence or consequences of previously evaluated accidents.

4. No New or Different Type of Accident

The proposed control/cold feeding modes of operation will require a revision to the accident
analysis to specifically address the initial conditions that will exist if the previously evaluated
autoclave steam control valve fails open event occurs. The analysis demonstrates that the UF 6 will
remain in a solid state during the event. The hazards associated with this event are bounded by the
existing analysis which currently assumes liquid UF 6 for the initial conditions. The event initiation
and accident mitigation functions to maintain UIF 6 cylinder integrity associated with this accident
analysis are not affected by this change. The hazards associated with controlled/cold feeding
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operations are greatly reduced compared with the hazards associated with operations which involve
heating UF6 to a liquid state.

This proposed change will add a new autoclave temperature control system which will control the
existing autoclave steam control valve to control the temperature of the UF 6 cylinder during
controlled feeding. The design criteria for the new autoclave temperature control system are
identical to the existing autoclave steam pressure control system with respect to failure modes and
functional requirements. The new system was evaluated and the only failure of concern is the
autoclave steam control valve fails open accident scenario which was previously evaluated in the
SAR.

A new adjustable steam regulator will be installed for each modified autoclave to reduce the steam
supply pressure to the existing control valve. The steam regulator will be adjusted manually when
switching between the normal/controlled feeding mode of operation. This will enable the control
valve to maintain a stable temperature below the setpoint for controlled feeding mode of operation.
The new steam regulator provides operational control only and will not adversely impact the
operation of any existing safety equipment.

The proposed changes do not create any new failure modes or create initiating events that are
different than previously evaluated in the SAR. Therefore, this proposed change will not create a new
or different type of accident.

5. No Significant Reduction in Margins of Safety

The Safety Limits (SLs) associated with the autoclave operation are autoclave shell pressure and
the UF6 cylinder temperature. In addition, the Limiting Control Settings (LCS) associated with the
autoclave operation are the actuation pressure of the autoclave high pressure isolation system,
actuation pressure of the autoclave pressure relief system, and the actuation pressure of the
autoclave steam pressure control system.

There are no new SLs or LCSs proposed for the controlled/cold feeding modes of operation. The
cold feeding mode of operation does not admit any steam for heating thus cannot impact any of the
SLs or LCSs applicable to the autoclave operation. The autoclave steam pressure control system is
not applicable during controlled or cold feeding thus the associated LCS is not applicable. Since
the controlled feeding mode reduces the amount of steam that enters the autoclave to levels lower
than normal heating mode, there will be no impact on the autoclave shell pressure SL or LCS.

The UF 6 cylinder temperature is controlled during the controlled feeding mode by the new
autoclave temperature control system. The autoclave temperature control system is only credited
with maintaining the UF 6 cylinder below 142.9°F during normal operation and as an initial
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condition for the accident analysis. The autoclave temperature control system does not provide any
mitigation of the accident scenario once the accident is initiated. The autoclave high pressure
isolation system is credited with the prevention of the liquefaction of the UF6 during credible
accident scenarios. Cylinders must pass the cold pressure check prior to entering the controlled
feed operation to ensure the cylinder pressures remain low during controlled feeding. These TSR
controls are adequate to protect against the potential loss of cylinder integrity. The UF6 cylinder
SL and autoclave steam pressure control system LCS associated with the normal heating mode are
based on the Maximum Allowable Working Pressure (MAWP) of the cylinder and loss of ullage.
These are not applicable to the controlled feeding mode since the UF6 is never liquefied and a
Category C cylinder is by definition potentially degraded. Therefore, there is no significant
reduction in margins of safety associated with the proposed change.

6. No Significant Decrease in the Effectiveness ofAny Programs or Plans Contained in the Certificate
Application

The proposed changes will not result in a change to any of the programs or plans contained in the
Certificate Application. Uranium will continue to be processed in accordance with the current
programs and plans contained in the Certificate Application. Therefore, the proposed changes will
not decrease the effectiveness of any programs or plans contained in the Certificate Application.

7. The Proposed Changes do not Result in Undue Risk to 1) Public Health and Safety, 2) Common
Defense and Security, and 3) the Environment

Due to the fact that there is no significant increase in the probability or consequences of any
accident previously analyzed and no new or different type of accident, there will be no undue risk
to the public health and safety because of the proposed change. Cylinders that are emptied using
the controlled/cold feeding process involve less risk than currently approved methods which
involve heating UF6 to a liquid state. The proposed change will have no impact on plant effluents
or on the programs and plans in place to implement physical security, protection of classified
matter, transportation security, or special nuclear material accountability. Consequently the
proposed change will not pose any undue risk to the public health and safety, common defense and
security, or the environment.

8. No Change in the Types or Significant Increase in the Amounts of Any Effluents that May be
Released Off-Site

The proposed change does not involve any physical change to the plant, or plant operations that could
change the types or increase the amounts of any effluents that may be released off-site. Therefore, the
proposed change does not change the type or significantly increase the amount of effluents that may
be released off-site.
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9. No Significant Increase in Individual or Cumulative Occupational Radiation Exposure

The proposed change does not increase the probability or consequences of a UF6 release or
inadvertent criticality. The proposed changes will not effect the radiological protection program
description or the actions in place to minimize occupational exposures. Therefore, there is no
increase in individual or cumulative occupational radiation exposure as a result of this change.

10. No Significant Construction Impact

The construction activities associated with this proposed change will be handled in accordance with
existing procedures and in the same manner as existing maintenance activities which involve repair
and replacement of equipment. Therefore, there are no significant construction impacts associated
with this change.
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TSR Mode 7 & 8 Applicability (Yes/No)
2.2.1 OPERATIONAL MODES Added new Mode 7&8

Mode 7: Cylinder skin temperature < 142.9 2-F and UF6 vapor
pressure < 22 psia (UF6 maintained in solid state
during controlled heating).

Mode 8: Sublimation of solid UF6 without adding heat.
2.2.2.1 AUTOCLAVE SHELL Mode 7: Yes - Applies at all times

PRESSURE Mode 8: Yes - Applies at all times
2.2.2.2 UF6 CYLINDER Mode 7: Yes- Applies at all times

TEMPERATURE Mode 8: Yes- Applies at all times
Note: Ullage is not a concern for solid UF 6 cylinders (i.e., Mode

7 & 8, including upset conditions)
2.2.3.1 AUTOCLAVE HIGH Mode 7: Yes - Ensures cylinder remains below triple point

PRESSURE ISOLATION (147.3 2F) if steam valve fails open.
SYSTEM Mode 8: No - Steam is not applied to cylinder.

2.2.3.2 AUTOCLAVE PRESSURE Mode 7: Yes
RELIEF SYSTEM Mode 8: No - Steam is not applied to cylinder.

2.2.3.3 AUTOCLAVE STEAM Mode 7: No - Cylinder temperature performed by cylinder
PRESSURE CONTROL temperature control system (new TSR 2.2.4.15).
SYSTEM Mode 8: No - Steam is not applied to cylinder.

2.2.4.1 UF6 RELEASE DETECTION Mode 7: Yes
SYSTEM - AUTOCLAVE Mode 8: Yes
HEATED HOUSINGS, PIPING
TRENCH, JET STATION,
WEST WALL DETECTORS (C-
337-A ONLY)

2.2.4.2 AUTOCLAVE WATER Mode 7: Yes
INVENTORY CONTROL Mode 8: No - Steam is not applied to cylinder.
SYSTEM

2.2.4.3 CRITICALITY ACCIDENT Mode 7: Yes
ALARM SYSTEM Mode 8: Yes

2.2.4.4 CYLINDER HEATING - Mode 7: No - Ullage is not a concern for solid UF6 cylinders.
CYLINDER Mode 8: No - Steam is not applied to cylinder.
ACCOUNTABILITY WEIGHT

2.2.4.5 CYLINDER HEATING - Mode 7: No - Ullage is not a concern for solid UF6 cylinders.
HEATING LIMITATIONS FOR Mode 8: No - Steam is not applied to cylinder.
CERTAIN CYLINDERS
WITHOUT CERTIFIED
VOLUMES

2.2.4.6 CYLINDER HEATING - Mode 7: Yes
CYLINDER PRE-HEAT Mode 8: No - Steam is not applied to cylinder.
INSPECTION

2.2.4.7 CYLINDER HEATING - Mode 7: Yes
CYLINDER COLD PRESSURE Mode 8: No - Steam is not applied to cylinder.

2.2.4.8 CYLINDER HANDLING - Mode 7: No
CYLINDER DISCONNECTION Mode 8: No

Note: Continues to apply only to Mode 2 cylinder disconnection
operations.

2.2.4.9 HEATING UF6 PLUGS Mode 7: Yes - Applies at all times.
Mode 8: Yes - Applies at all times.
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2.2.4.10 CYLINDER HEATING - Mode 7: Yes
VALVE CLARITY Mode 8: No - Steam is not applied to cylinder.

2.2.4.11 CYLINDER HEATING - Mode 7: Yes
VALVE CLARITY/HEATING Mode 8: No - Steam is not applied to cylinder.
CYCLE INTERRUPTIONS

2.2.4.12 SCALES Continues to apply to cylinder weight verification activities.
2.2.4.13 AUTOCLAVE MANUAL Mode 7: Yes

ISOLATION SYSTEM Mode 8: Yes
2.2.4.14 HIGH CYLINDER PRESSURE Mode 7: Yes - Set to activate at < 22 psia to prevent

SYSTEM liquefaction.
Mode 8: No - Steam is not applied to cylinder.

2.2.4.15 AUTOCLAVE TEMPERATURE Mode 7: Yes - Limits initial cylinder temperature 1 l42.9'F to

CONTROL SYSTEM prevent liquefaction.
Mode 8: No - Steam is not applied to cylinder.

2.2.5.1 UF6 CYLINDER SLINGS AND This design feature will continue to apply
LIFTING FIXTURES

2.2.5.2 CRANE DESIGN This design feature will continue to apply.
2.2.5.3 UF6 CYLINDERS This design feature will continue to apply
2.2.5.4 UF6 CYLINDER PIGTAILS This design feature will continue to apply
2.2.5.5 C-337-A JET STATION This design feature will continue to apply

BARRIER FRAME


